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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND INSURANCE
DIVISION OF INSURANCE
BOSTON, DECEMBER 31, 1954
TO THE GENERAL COURT OF MASSACHUSETTS:
In compliance with the provisions of Statute (The General Laws of Massachu-
setts, Chapter 175, Section 17) report to the General Court of official transac-
tions of the Division of Insurance; condition of receiverships of insolvent com-
panies; exhibits of the financial condition and business transactions of the
several companies as disclosed by official examination of the same or by an-
nual statements; and such other information and comments relative to insur-
ance and the public interest therein as deemed proper - is made by the Com-
missioner of Insurance in two parts.
This part of the Report (Part I) contains information relating to fire, marine
and casualty insurance and companies and reciprocal exchanges authorized to
transact such classes of insurance within the Commonwealth during the calen-
dar year 1954, together wii-h the report of the Division of Fire Prevention of
the Department of Public Safety for the year ending December 31, 1954.
In addition, included in Part I of the Report is verbatim copy of the 1954
Massachusetts insurance legislation embracing all classes of insurance, along
with comments and highlights on insurance legislation enacted in 1954 by the
Federal Government and the Commonwealth, respectively.
LEGISLATION
Enactments in 1954 by the Second Session of the 83rd Congress and legisla-
tion enacted or amended by the General Court of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts relating to insurance, are herein highlighted as follows:
Federal
Under the revised Internal Revenue Code, the temporary 6 l/2% tax formula
for life insurance companies was continued for an additional year with the
understanding that the Curtis Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means
Committee is expected to develop a recommended permanent basis of taxa-
tion for life insurance companies for consideration by Congress as respects
the year 1955 and subsequently.
Insurance for Federal employees legislation was enacted providing all civilian
employees of the Federal Government with group life insurance approximately
equalling one year's salary, not exceeding $20, 000, plus an equal amount of
group, accidental death and disnnemberment insurance. The plan is on a con-
tributory basis, and provides that the Civil Service Commission shall purchase
such insurance from any company or companies which has a nation-wide busi-
ness and which has on its books at least 1% of the total employee group life in-
surance in force in the United States. Arrangements are to be made also that
any company licensed in one or more states may be eligible to participate as a
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reinsurer on an elective basis where it has Sonne group life insurance already
on its books
.
Further legislation liberalized the Railroad Retirement System in various
ways
.
The Federal Social Security program was substantially broadened under the
Act denominated "Social Security Amendments of 1954", both as respects the
Old Age and Survivor's Insurance and Federal Unemployment Insurance.
State
Investment law was amended to provide that loans guaranteed or insured
under the amended Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, now qualify
under the section relating to investment of capital, and three -fourths of the
reserve of domestic life companies, and domestic companies, were
authorized to be invested in obligations of Massachusetts voluntary asso-
ciations .
Agents and brokers were authorized to accept payment of insurance pre-
miums in installments under plans, rates and charges established by a
board comprising the Attorney-General, the Insurance Commissioner and
the Commissioner of Banks.
By legislative amendment it was provided that agency corporations may
write insurance - insuring a stockholder, if premiums do not exceed 2%
of the total premium written by the corporation.
A bill was passed which authorized investigation and study of the merits
of a proposal that the Commonwealth pay one -half the premiums and issue
to its employees group hospital, medical, surgical, accident and life
insurance.
Three bills were passed which broaden the Commonwealth's insurance
law in the group field. In consequence of these enactments, insurance on
any person under a group life policy is incontestable after it has been in
force for two years during that person's lifetime; group accident and health
insurance may be issued to associations of employers or employees in the
same or related industry provided the associations have a constitution and
by-laws and are fornned in good faith for purposes other than that of obtain-
ing insurance for their association members and employees, and domestic
life companies are permitted to provide group life insurance for their em-
ployees on an employer-pay-all basis.
Specifically, Acts pertaining to insurance passed by the General Court of
Massachusetts during the session of 1954 are identified as follows:
CHAP. 65 - AN ACT FURTHER DEFINING UNEMCUMBERED REAL PROPERTY
UPON WHICH DOMESTIC INSURANCE COMPANIES MAY MAKE
LOANS. (Amendment of paragraph 7, Section 63, Chapter 175,
General Laws).
CHAP. 66 - AN ACT RELATIVE TO DATING OF LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES
AND ANNUITY CONTRACTS. (Amendment of Section 130,
Chapter 175, General Laws).
CHAP. 68 - AN ACT RELATIVE TO WRITING DOWN THE VALUE OF REAL
PROPERTY HELD FOR INVESTMENT PURPOSES BY DOMESTIC
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES. (Amendment of Section 66 B,
Chapter 175, General Laws).
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CHAP. 75 - AN ACT AUTHORIZING A DOMESTIC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
TO INSURE THE LIVES OF ITS EMPLOYEES AND TO PAY IHE
COSi OF OR THE PREMIUM FOR ANY GROUP POLICY ISSUED
BY IT. (Amendment of paragraph 3, Section 36, Chapter 175,
General Laws)
CHAP. Ill - AN ACT RELATIVE TO IHE INVESTMENIS OF DOMES'! IC LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANIES IN MASSACHUSEl TS VOLUNTARY
ASSOCIATIONS AND TRUSIS. (Amendment of paragraph 14A,
Section 63, and paragraph 2, Section 66, Chapter 175, General
Laws)
CHAP. 176 - AN ACl RELAIIVE lO THE INVESTMENTS OF DOMESTIC
INSURANCE COMPANIES IN LOANS UPON MORTGAGES.
(Amendment of Section 65, Chapter 175, General Laws)
CHAP. 247 - AN ACT TO PERMIT ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE
COMPANIES TO COVER THEIR EMPLOYEES FOR ACCIDENT
AND HEALTH INSURANCE. (Addition of Section 36B, Chapter
175, General Laws)
CHAP. 266 - AN ACT RELATIVE lO IHE POWER OF BOILER AND MACHINERY
INSURANCE COMPANIES TO MAKE INSPECTIONS. (Amendment
of Clause 5, Section 47, Chapter 175, General Laws)
CHAP. 274 - AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE SERVICE CHARGES FOR SECURING
MOIOR VEHICLE LIABILITY INSURANCE FOR CERTAIN
PERSONS. (Addition of Section 113 J, Chapter 175, General Laws)
CHAP. 275 - AN ACT RELATING TO INDIVIDUAL ACCIDEN'i AND HEALTH
INSURANCE POLICIES. (Amendment of Section 108, Chapter 175,
General Laws)
CHAP. 285 - AN ACT RELAIIVE TO THE INCONTESTABLE CLAUSE IN
GROUP LIFE POLICIES. (Amendment of Provision 1, Section
134, Chapter 175, General Laws)
CHAP. 294 -AN ACT RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF INSURANCE BY
CERTAIN CORPORATIONS BY MEMBERS THEREOF.
(Amendment of paragraph 4, Section 174, Chapter 175, General
Laws)
CHAP. 318 - AN ACT RELAIING TO INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENT OR HEALIH
INSURANCE POLICIES. (Amendment of paragraph I, Section 149,
Chapter 175, General Laws)
CHAP. 320 - AN ACT RELATIVE 1 O THE PAR VALUE OF SHARES OF
CAPITAL STOCK OF INSURANCE COMPANIES. (Amendment
of Section 49, Section 50, and Section 71, Chapter 175,
General Laws)
CHAP. 327 - AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OR
BLANKEl ACCIDENT AND HEALIH INSURANCE POLICIES.
(Amendment of Section 110, Chapter 175, General Laws)
CHAP. 334 - AN ACl REQUIRING INSURERS UNDER THE COMPULSORY MOTOR
VEHICLE LIABILITY INSURANCE LAW TO FURNISH COPIES OF
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REPORTS OF MEDICAL EXAMINAlIONS. (Addition of Section
113 J, Chapter 175, General Laws)
CHAP. 398 -AN ACT PERMITTING CERTAIN FRATERNAL BENEFIT
SOCIETIES TO CONTRACT WITH INSURANCE COMPANIES
FOR THE PAYMENT OF BENEFHS. (Amendment of Section
46c, Chapter 176, General Laws)
CHAP. 464 -AN ACT AUTHORIZING AGENTS AND BROKERS TO ACCEPT
PAYMENl OF INSURANCE PREMIUMS IN INSTALMENTS,
AND TO FINANCE INSURANCE PAYMENTS, (Addition of
Section 162 B, Chapter 175, General Laws)
The text of these foregoing Acts of the General Court are set forth herein,
in the sequence above listed. However, in connection therewith, attention
is invited to the Division of Insurance publication "Insurance Laws" which
includes all legislative amendments through December 31, 1954. This
volume may be procured from the Superintendent of Public Documents,
Office of the Secretary of State, State House, Boston, Massachusetts.
CHAP. 65 - AN ACT FURTHER DEFINING UNENCUMBERED REAL PROP-
ERTY UPON WHICH DOMESTIC INSURANCE 'COMPANIES MAY
MAKE LOANS.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Paragraph 7 of Section 63 of chapter 175 of the General Laws, as appearing
in chapter 188 of the acts of 1945, is hereby amended by striking out the fifth
sentence and inserting in place thereof the following sentence: -Real property
shall not be deenned to be encumbered within the meaning of this paragraph
by reason of the existence of instruments reserving mineral, oil or timber
rights, rights of way, parking rights, sewer rights, or rights in walls, nor by
reason of an option to purchase, nor by reason of any liens for taxes or assess-
ments not delinquent, nor by reason of building restrictions or other restrictive
covenants, nor by the reason that it is subject to lease under which rents or
profits are reserved to the owner; provided, that the security for such loan is a
first lien upon such real property and that there is no condition or right of re-
entry or forfeiture under which such lien can be cut off, subordinated or other-
wise disturbed. Approved February 2, 1954.
CHAP. 66 - AN ACT RELATIVE TO DAlING OF LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES
AND ANNUITY CONTRACTS.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out section 130,
as appearing in the Tercentenary Edition, and inserting in place thereof the
following section: - Section 130. No policy of life or endowment insurance shall
be issued or delivered in the commonwealth if it shall purport to be issued or to
take effect as of a date more than six months before the date of the original
written application, if thereby the applicant would rate at an age younger than
his age at nearest birthday on the date when the application was made, and no
annuity or pure endowment contract shall be so issued or delivered if it shall
purport to be issued or to take effect at an age higher than the age of the ap-
plicant at his nearest birthday at the time of the original written application.
Approved February 2, 1954
CHAP. 68 - AN ACT RELATIVE lO WRITING DOWN THE VALUE OF REAL
PROPERTY HELD FOR INVESTMENl PURPOSES BY DOMESTIC
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
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Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 66B of chapter 175 of the General Laws, as appearing in section 1 of
chapter 269 of the acts of 1947, is hereby amended by striking out the fifth
sentence and inserting in place thereof the following two sentences;- Such
property shall be carried upon the books of the company at a value not in ex-
cess of its original cost or value. Such book value shall be written down at a
rate that will average not less than two per cent per annum of such original
cost or value for each year that the property has been held.
Approved February 2, 1954
CHAP. 75 - AN ACT AUTHORIZING A DOMES'UC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
TO INSURE IHE LIVES OF ITS EMPLOYEES AND TO PAY THE
COST OF OR THE PREMIUM TCR ANY GROUP POLICY ISSUED
BY n.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 36 of chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking
out the third paragraph, inserted by section 1 of chapter 218 of the acts of 1938,
and inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:
-
Any domestic life company may, with the written approval of the commis-
sioner, also provide for the payment of pensions to its aged or disabled em-
ployees under a group contract issued by it. The employees and the company
shall contribute to the cost of, or the premium for, any such contract. Such a
company may, with like approval, insure the lives of its employees under a
group policy issued by it, which shall be subject to the provisions of sections
one hundred and thirty-three to one hundred and thirty-six, inclusive, so far as
applicable. The provisions of section ninety-four relative to membership and
voting rights in a domestic mutual life company shall not apply to any person
covered by or insured under any such contract or policy.
Approved February 3, 1954
CHAP. Ill - AN ACI RELATIVE TO THE INVESTMENlS OF DOMESHC LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANIES IN MASSACHUSETTS VOLUNIARY
ASSOCIATIONS AND TRUSIS.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. Section 63 of chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
striking out paragraph 14A, inserted by section 8 of chapter 266 of the acts of
1947, and inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:
-
14A. In the bonds, notes or other evidences of indebtedness of companies in-
corporated under the laws of the United States, or any state thereof, or of the
Dominion of Canada or any province thereof or of associations or trusts as de-
fined in section one of chapter one hundred and eighty-two, the average net earn-
ings of the issuing company or such association or trust, as the case may be,
during the seven fiscal years next preceding the date of investment having been
not less than four times the fixed charges, provided, however, that no more than
one half of the capital of any domestic connpany, other than life, and not more
than one-half of the reserve of any domestic stock or mutual life company may be
invested under this paragraph. "Net earnings", as used in this paragraph, shall
mean net income after deducting operating and maintenance expenses, taxes other
than federal, state, dominion and provincial income taxes, depreciation and de-
pletion, but excluding extraordinary non-recurring items of income or expense
appearing in the regular financial statements of the issuing company or such
association or trust, as the case nnay be. "Fixed charges", as used in this para-
graph, shall include interest on all debt and annual apportionment of debt discount
or premium.
Section 2. Section 66 of chapter 175 of the General Laws, as amended by chap-
ter 650 of the acts of 1947, is hereby further amended by striking out the second
paragraph and inserting in place thereof, the following two paragraphs:-
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Nothing in this section or in section sixty-three shall prevent such a life
company from investing or loaning any funds, not required to be invested as
provided in section sixty-three, in any manner that the directors may deter-
mine; provided, that no loan of such funds shall be made to an individual or
firm unless it is secured by collateral security and provided further, that
such funds shall not be invested in the purchase of stock or evidence of in-
debtedness prohibited by the preceding paragraph, except as hereinafter pro-
vided. Any such life company may invest such funds in the capital stock of a
trust company incorporated in and doing business in the commonwealth or of
a national banking association incorporated under federal law and located in
any one of the New England states, if such trust company or association has
paid dividends in cash of not less than four per cent on its capital stock in
each of the five years next preceding the date of the investment and if the
amount of surplus of such trust company or association is at least equal to
fifty per cent of the amount of its capital stock; but no such life company
shall invest in the aggregate an amount in excess of two and one half per
cent of its reserve in the purchase of stock of such trust companies and na-
tional banking associations, nor shall it invest an amount in excess of two
per cent of its reserve in the purchase of the stock of any one such trust com-
pany or association, except that if two or more such trust companies or as-
sociations merge or consolidate or one or more such trust companies is
merged or consolidated with one or more such associations, such a life com-
pany may acquire stock of the absorbing or consolidating trust company or
national banking association to an amount in excess of two per cent but not in
excess of two and one half per cent of the reserve of such life company, if
such stock is received in exchange for stock of the consolidating or merging
companies or associations owned by the life company at the time of the merger
or consolidation.
Nothing in this section or in section sixty-three shall prevent such a life com-
pany from investing or loaning any funds, not required to be invested as pro-
vided in section sixty-three, in the transferable certificates of participation or
shares, bonds, notes or other evidences of indebtedness, whether or not se-
cured by collateral, or an association or trust as defined in section one of
chapter one hundred and eighty-two; provided, that it shall not invest in, ac-
quire or hold directly or indirectly more than ten per cent of the certificates
of participation or shares of any such association or trust and that no more
than ten per cent of its capital and surplus may be invested in the transferable
certificates of participation or shares of any one such association or trust.
Approved February 15, 1954
CHAP. 176 - AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE INVESTMENTS QFDOMESTIC
INSURANCE COMPANIES IN LOANS UPON MORTGAGES.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out section 65,
as most recently amended by chapter 41 of the acts of 1947, and inserting in
place thereof the following section:- Section 65. No domestic company shall,
except in effecting the sale of real estate owned by it, and then only with the
approval of the commissioner, invest any of its funds in loans upon mortgages
except upon the conditions expressed in paragraph 7 or paragraph 7A of section
sixty-three; provided, that any such company may make and acquire such loans
as a-e insured under the provisions of the National Housing Act or of any act in
amendment thereof or in addition thereto; provided, further, that any loans
heretofore or hereafter so made or acquired, or any loans heretofore or here-
after made or acquired which are guaranteed or insured under the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944 or any amendment thereof, shall qualify as an invest-
ment for all purposes of section sixty-three.
Approved March 1, 1954
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CHAP. 247 - AN ACT TO PERMIT ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE
COMPANIES TO COVER THEIR EMPLOYEES FOR ACCIDENT
AND HEALIH INSURANCE.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by inserting after section
36A, inserted by chapter 496 of the acts of 1948, the following section:
-
Section 36B. Any domestic company which is authorized to transact business
under subdivisions (a) and (d) of clause Sixth of section forty-seven may, with
the written approval of the commissioner, establish a plan to provide such
insurance benefits for its employees. Any such plan may provide for contri-
butions by the employees. The term "employee", as used in this section,
shall include an officer. Such benefits may be provided in one or more general
or blanket accident and health policies issued by such company, or with other
benefits in one or more group life policies or group annuity contracts issued by
such company, if authorized to issue any such policy or contract, or by any
other company so authorized, or in any other manner that the directors of such
company may prescribe. If any such benefits are provided otherwise than by
any such general or blanket or group policies, the company may in connection
therewith establish special funds for the purpose of financing such benefits.
Section one hundred and ten A shall apply to any benefits granted under the
authority of this section. Approved March 25, 1954
CHAP. 266 - AN ACT RELATIVE lO THE POWER OF BOILER AND
MACHINERY INSURANCE COMPANIES lO MAKE INSPECTIONS.
Whereas, Ihe deferred operation of this act would tend to defeat its purpose,
which is to make effective without delay the power granted thereby to boiler and
machinery insurance companies to make inspections, therefore it is hereby de-
clared to be an energency law, necessary for the immediate preservation of the
public safety.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 47 of chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking
out clause Fifth, as appearing in the Tercentenary Edition, and inserting in
place thereof the following clause:
-
Fifth, To insure against loss or damage to any property of the insured, and
against legal liability for loss or damage on account of the bodily injury or death
of any person or any damage to property of another, caused by the breakage, ex-
plosion or rupture of, or any accidental injury to, steam boilers and pipes and
containers connected therewith, any lighting, heating or cooking apparatus or
their connections, flywheels, power wheels, and engines or other apparatus for
applying or transmitting motive or electrical power, tanks or other receptacles
under pressure, or their connections, or machinery of any kind, and against
loss of use and occupancy caused thereby; and against loss or damage caused
by the interruption by any cause of electric current or of water or gas supply
furnished by a public utility company or municipality; and to make inspections
of boilers, machinery and apparatus of any kind, whether or not insured.
Approved April 5, 1954.
CHAP. 274 - AN ACT RELAIIVE TO THE SERVICE CHARGES FOR SECURING
MOTOR VEHICLE LIABILITY INSURANCE FOR CERTAIN PERSONS.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by inserting after section
113H, inserted by section 5 of chapter 570 of the acts of 1953, the following
section: - Section 1131. The commissioner shall fix and establish a schedule
of fair and reasonable service charges, together with enabling rules and regu-
lations, in connection with the securing or placing of motor vehicle liability
insurance under the plan of apportionment provided for under the provisions of
section one hundred and thirteen H. Whenever any person duly licensed under
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any provision of this chapter fails to comply with such promulgations, the com-
missioner, for cause shown and after a hearing, shall suspend his license for
such period of time as he in his discretion deems feasible.
Approved April 5, 1954.
CHAP. 275 - AN ACT RELATING TQ INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENl AND HEALTH
INSURANCE POLICIES.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking out
section 108, as most recently amended by chapter 607 of the acts of 1947, and
inserting in place thereof the following section:- Section 108. 1. The term
"policy of accident and sickness insurance" as used herein includes any policy
or contract covering the kind or kinds of insurance described in subdivisions
(a) and (d) of the sixth paragraph of section forty-seven.
2. (a) No policy of accident and sickness insurance shall be delivered or
issued for delivery to any person in this commonwealth: until a copy of the
policy and the table of rates or manual of risks of the company has been on
file with the commissioner for at least thirty days, unless before the expira-
tion of said thirty days the commissioner shall have approved the policy in
writing; nor if the commissioner notifies the company in writing that in his
opinion the form of said policy does not comply with the laws of the common-
wealth, specifying the reasons for his opinion, provided that such action of the
commissioner shall be subject to review by the suprenne judicial court; nor
unless:
(1) The entire nnoney and other considerations therefor are expressed therein;
and
(2) The time at which the insurance takes effect and terminates is expressed
therein; and
(3) It purports to insure only one person, except that a policy may insure,
originally or by subsequent amendment, upon the application of an adult member
of a family who shall be deemed the policyholder, any two or more eligible mem-
bers of that family, including husband, wife, dependent children or any children
under a specified age which shall not exceed nineteen years and any other person
dependent upon the policyholder; and
(4) The style, arrangement and over -all appearance of the policy give no undue
prominence to any portion of the text, and unless every printed portion of the
text of the policy and of any endorsements or attached papers is plainly printed
in light-faced type of a style in general use, the size of which shall be uniform
and not less than ten-point with a lower-case unspaced alphabet length not less
than one hundred and twenty-point (the text shall include all printed matter ex-
cept the name and address of the insurer, name or title of the policy, the brief
description if any, and captions and subcaptions); and
(5) The exceptions and reductions of indemnity are set forth in the policy and,
except those which are set forth in paragraph three, are printed, at the insurer's
option, either included with the benefit provision to which they apply, or under
an appropriate caption such as "EXCEPTIONS", or "EXCEPTIONS AND REDUC-
TIONS", provided, that if an exception or reduction specifically applies only to a
particular benefit of the policy, a statement of such exception or reduction shall
be included with the benefit provision to which it applies; and
(6) Each such form, including riders and endorsements, shall be identified by a
form number in the lower Left-hand corner of the first page thereof; and
(7) It contains no provision purporting to make any portion of the charter, rules,
constitution, or by-laws of the insurer a part of the policy unless such portion is
set forth in full in the policy, except in the case of the incorporation of, or ref-
erence to, a statement of rates or classification of risks, or short-rate table
filed with the commissioner.
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(b) If any poLicy is issued by an insurer domiciled in this commonwealth for
delivery to a person residing in another state, and if the official having re-
sponsibility for the administration of the insurance laws of such other state
shall have advised the commissioner that any such policy is not subject to ap-
proval or disapproval by such official, the commissioner may by ruling re-
quire that such policy meet the standards set forth in paragraph (a) and in
subdivision three.
3. (a) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this subdivision each such policy
delivered or issued for delivery to any person in the commonwealth shall con-
tain the provisions specified in this paragraph in the words in which they ap-
pear; provided, however, that the insurer may, at its option, substitute for
one or more of such provisions corresponding provisions of different wording
approved by the commissioner which are in each instance not less favorable in
any respect to the insured or the beneficiary. Such provisions shall be pre-
ceded individually by the caption appearing in this paragraph or, at the option
of the insurer, by such appropriate individual or group captions or subcaptions
as the commissioner may approve.
(1) Entire Contract, Changes. - This policy, including the endorsements and
the attached papers, if any, constitutes the entire contract of insurance. No
change in this policy shall be valid until approved by an executive officer of the
insurer and unless such approval be endorsed hereon or attached hereto. No
agent has authority to change this policy or to waive any of its provisions.
(2) Time Limit on Certain Defenses. - After two years from the date of issue
of this policy no misstatements, except fraudulent misstatements, made by the
applicant in the application for such policy shall be used to void the policy or to
deny a claim for loss incurred or disability as defined in the policy commencing
after the expiration of such two-year period.
The foregoing policy provision shall not be so construed as to affect any legal
requirement for avoidance of a policy or denial of a claim during such initial two-
year period, nor to limit the application of provisions (I) to (5), inclusive, of
paragraph (b) of this subdivision, in the event of misstatement with respect to
age or occupation or other insurance.
A policy which the insured has the right to continue in force subject to its ternns
by the timely payment of premium until at least age fifty, or, in the case of a
policy issued after age forty-four, for at least five years from its date of issue,
may contain in lieu of the foregoing provision the following provision from which
the clause in parentheses may be omitted at the insurer's option, under the cap-
tion "INCONTESTABLE": -
After this policy has been in force for a period of two years during the lifetime
of the insured (excluding any period during which the insured is disabled), it
shall become incontestable as to the statements contained in the application.
No claim for loss incurred or disability (as defined in the policy) commencing
after three years from the date of issue of this policy shall be reduced or denied
on the ground that a disease or physical condition not excluded from coverage by
name or specific description effective on the date of loss had existed prior to the
effective date of coverage of this policy.
(3) Grace Period. - A grace period of (insert a number not less than "7" for
weekly premium policies, "10" for monthly premium policies and "31" for all
other policies) days will be granted for the payment of each premium falling due
after the first premium during which grace period the policy shall continue in
force
.
A policy which contains a cancellation provision may add, at the end of the above
provision, the following: - subject to the right of the insurer to cancel in accord-
ance with the cancellation provision hereof.
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A policy in which the insurer reserves the right to refuse any renewal shall
have, at the beginning of the above provision:
-
Unless not less than five days prior to the premium due date the insurer has
delivered to the insured or has mailed to his last address as shown by the
records of the insurer written notice of its intention not to renew this policy
beyond the period for which the premium has been accepted.
(4) Reinstatement - K any renewal premium be not paid within the time
granted the insured for payment, a subsequent acceptance of premium by the
insurer or by any agent duly authorized by the insurer to accept such premium,
without requiring in connection therewith an application for reinstatement, shall
reinstate the policy; provided, however, that if the insurer or such agent re-
quires an application for reinstatement and issues a condtional receipt for the
premium tendered, the policy will be reinstated upon approval of such applica-
tion by the insurer or, lacking such approval, upon the forty-fifth day follow-
ing the date of such conditional receipt unless the insurer has previously noti-
fied the insured in writing of its disapproval of such application. The rein-
stated policy shall cover only loss resulting from such accidental injury as
may be sustained after the date of reinstatement and loss due to such sickness
as naay begin more than ten days after such date. In all other respects the in-
sured and insurer shall have the same rights thereunder as they had under the
policy immediately before the due date of the defaulted premium, subject to any
provisions endorsed hereon or attached hereto in connection with the reinstate-
ment. Any premium accepted in connection with a re instate nnent shall be ap-
plied to a period for which prennium has not been previously paid, but not to
any period more than sixty days prior to the date of reinstatement.
The last sentence of the above provision may be omitted from any policy
which the insured has the right to continue in force subject to its terms by the
timely payment of premiums until at least age fifty, or, in the case of a policy
issued after age forty-four, for at least five years from its date of issue.
(5) Notice of Claim. - Written notice of claim must be given to the insurer
within twenty days after the occurrence or commencement of any loss covered
by the policy, or as soon thereafter as is reasonably possible. Notice given by
or on behalf of the insured or the beneficiary to the insurer at (insert the loca-
tion of such office as the insurer may designate for the purpose) or to any au-
thorized agent of the insurer, with information sufficient to identify the insured,
shall be deemed notice to the insurer.
In a policy providing a loss -of -time benefit which may be payable for at least
two years, an insurer may at its option insert after the first sentence of pro-
vision (5) the following three sentences:
-
Subject to the qualifications set forth below, if the insured suffers loss of
time on account of disability for which indemnity may be payable for at least
two years, he shall, at least once in every six months after having given no-
tice of claim, give to the insurer notice of continuance of said disability, except
in the event of legal incapacity. Ihe period of six months following any filing
of proof by the insured or any payment by the insurer on account of such claim
or any denial of liability in whole or in part by the insurer shall be excluded in
applying this provision. Delay in the giving of such notice shall not impair the
insured's right to any indemnity which would otherwise have accrued during the
period of six months preceding the date on which suchjiotice is actually given.
(6) Claim Forms. - The insurer, upon receipt of a notice of claim, will fur-
nish to the claimant such forms as are usually furnished by it for (filing proofs
of loss. If such forms are not furnished within fifteen days after the giving of
such notice the claimant shall be deemed to have complied with the requirements
of this policy as to proof of loss upon submitting, within the time fixed in the
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policy for filing proofs of loss, written proof covering the occurrence, the char-
acter and the extent of the loss for which claim is nnade
.
(7) Proof of Loss. - Written proof of loss must be furnished to the insurer at
its said office in case of claim for loss for which this policy provides any periodic
payment contingent upon continuing loss within ninety days after the termination
of the period for which the insurer is liable and in case of claim for any other
loss within ninety days after the date of such loss. Failure to furnish such proof
within the time required shall not invalidate nor reduce any claim if it was not
reasonably possible to give proof within such time, provided such proof is fur-
nished as soon as reasonably possible and in no event, except in the absence of
legal capacity, later than one year from the time proof is otherwise required.
(8) Time of Payment of Claims. - Indemnities payable under this policy for any
loss other than loss for which this policy provides any periodic payment will be
paid immediately upon receipt of due written proof of such loss. Subject to due
written proof of loss, all accrued indemnities for loss for which this policy pro-
vides periodic payment will be paid (insert period for payment which must not be
less frequently than monthly) and any balance remaining unpaid upon the termina-
tion of liability will be paid immediately upon receipt of due written proof.
(9) Payment of Claims. - Indemnity for loss of life will be payable in accord-
ance with the beneficiary designation and the provisions respecting such payment
which may be prescribed herein and effective at the time of payment. If no such
designation or provision is then effective, such indemnity shall be payable to the
estate of the insured. Any other accrued indemnities unpaid at the insured's
death may, at the option of the insurer, be paid either to such beneficiary or to
such estate. All other indemnities will be payable to the insured.
The following two paragraphs, or either of them, may be added to provision (9)
at the option of the insurer:
-
If any indemnity of this policy shall be payable to the estate of the insured, or
to an insured or beneficiary who is a minor or otherwise not competent to give
a valid release, the insurer may pay such indemnity, up to an amount not ex-
ceeding (insert an amount which shall not exceed $1, 000), to any relative by
blood or connection by marriage of the insured or beneficiary who is deemed by
the insurer to be equitably entitled thereto. Any payment made by the insurer
in good faith pursuant to this provision shall fully discharge the insurer to the
extent of such payment.
Subject to any written direction of the insured in the application or otherwise
all or a portion of any indemnities provided by this policy on account of hospital,
nursing, medical, or surgical services may, at the insurer's option and unless
the insured requests otherwise in writing not later than the time of filing proofs
of such loss, be paid directly to the hospital or person rendering such services;
but it is not required that the service be rendered by a particular hospital or
person.
(10) Physical Examinations. - The insurer at its own expense shall have the
right and opportunity to examine the person of the insured when and as often as
it may reasonably require during the pendency of a claim hereunder.
(11) Legal Actions. - No action at law or in equity shall be brought to recover
on this policy prior to the expiration of sixty days after written proof of loss
has been furnished in accordance with the requirements of this policy. No such
action shall' be brought after the expiration of three years after the time written
proof of loss is required to be furnished.
(12) Change of Beneficiary. - Unless the insured makes an irrevocable desig-
nation of beneficiary, the right to change of beneficiary is reserved to the insured
and the consent of the beneficiary or beneficiaries shall not be requisite to sur-
render or assignment of this policy or to any change of beneficiary or beneficiaries,
or to any other changes in this policy.
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TJie first clause of provision (12), relating to the irrevocable designation of
beneficiary, may be omitted at the insurer's option.
(b) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this subdivision, no such policy
delivered or issued.-for delivery to any person in this commonwealth shall
contain provisions respecting the matters set forth below unless they are in
the words in which the same appear in this paragraph; provided, however,
that the insurer may, at its option, use in lieu of any such provision a cor-
responding provision of different wording approved by the commissioner which
is not less favorable in any respect to the insured or the beneficiary. Any such,
provision contained in the policy shall be preceded individually by the appro-
priate caption appearing in this paragraph or, at the option of the insurer, by
such appropriate individual or group captions or subcaptions as the commis-
sioner may approve.
(1) Change of Occupation. - If the insured be injured or contract sickness
after having changed his occupation to one classified by the insurer as more
hazardous than that stated in this policy or while doing for connpensation any-
thing pertaining to an occupation so classified, the insurer will pay only such
portion of the indemnities provided in this policy as the premium paid would
have purchased at the rates and within the limits fixed by the insurer for such
more hazardous occupation. If the insured changes his occupation to one
classified by the insurer as less hazardous than that stated in this policy, the
insurer, upon receipt of proof of such change of occupation, will reduce the
premium rate accordingly, and will return the excess pro-rata unearned pre-
mium from the date of change of occupation or from the policy anniversary
date immediately preceding receipt of such proof, whichever is the more re-
cent. In applying this provision, the classification of occupational risk and
the premium rates shall be such as have been last filed by the insurer prior
to the occurrence of the loss for which the insurer is liable or prior to date of
proof of change in occupation with the state official having supervision of in-
surance in the state where the insured resided at the time this policy was is-
sued; but if such filing was not required, then the classification of occupational
risk and the premium rates shall be those last made effective by the insurer in
such state prior to the occurrence of the loss or prior to the date of proof of
change in occupation.
(2) Misstatement of Age. - If the age of the insured has been misstated, all
amounts payable under this policy shall be such as the premium paid would
have purchased at the correct age.
(3) Other Insurance in This Insurer. - If an accident or sickness or accident
and sickness policy or policies previously issued by the insurer to the insured
be in force concurrently herewith, making the aggregate indemnity for (insert
type of coverage or coverages) in excess of (insert maximum limit of indemnity
or indemnities) the excess insurance shall be void and all premiums paid for
such excess shall be returned to the insured or to his estate.
or, in lieu thereof:
-
Insurance effective at any one time on the insured under a like policy or
policies in this insurer is limited to the one such policy elected by the insured,
his beneficiary or his estate, as the case may be, and the insurer will return
all premiums paid for all other such policies.
(4) Insurance with Other Insurers. - If there be other valid coverage, not
with this insurer, providing benefits for the same loss on a provision of ser-
vice basis or on an expense incurred basis and of which this insurer has not
been given written notice prior to the occurrence or commencement of loss, the
only liability under any expense incurred coverage of this policy shall be for
such proportion of the loss as the amount which would otherwise have been pay-
able hereunder plus the total of the like amounts under all such other valid cov-
erages for the same loss of which this insurer had notice bears to the total like
amounts under all valid coverages for such loss, and for the return of such
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portion of the premiums paid as shall exceed the pro-rata portion for the amount
so determined. For the purpose of applying this provision when other coverage
is on a provision of service basis, the like amount of such other coverage shall
be taken as the amount which the services rendered would have cost in the ab-
sence of such coverage.
If the above policy provision (4) is included in a policy which also contains the
next following policy provision there shall be added to the caption of said pro-
vision (4) the phrase - EXPENSE INCURRED BENEFIIS. The insurer may, at
its option, include in this provision a definition of other valid coverage, approved
as to form by the commissioner, which definition shall be limited in subject mat-
ter to coverage provided by organizations subject to regulation by insurance law
or by insurance authorities of this or any other state of the United States or any
province of Canada, and by hospital or medical service organizations, and to any
other coverage the inclusion of which may be approved by the commissioner. In
the absence of such definition such term shall not include group insurance, auto-
mobile medical payments insurance, or coverage provided by hospital or medi-
cal service organizations or by union welfare plans or employer or employee
benefit organizations. For the purpose of applying policy provision (4) with
respect to any insured, any amount of benefit provided for such insured pur-
suant to any compulsory benefit statute including any workmen's connpensation
or employer's liability statute whether provided by a governmental agency or
otherwise shall in all cases be deemed to be other valid coverage of which the
insurer has had notice. In applying said policy provision (4) no third party li-
ability coverage shall be included as other valid coverage.
(5) Insurance with Other Insurers. - If there be other valid coverage, not with
this insurer, providing benefits for the same loss on other than an expense in-
curred basis and of which this insurer has not been given written notice prior to
the occurrence or commencement of loss, the only liability for such benefits un-
der this policy shall be for such proportion of the indemnities otherwise pro-
vided hereunder for such loss as the like indemnitiesi of which the insurer had
notice (including the indemnities under this policy) bear to the total amount of
all like indemnities for such loss, and for the return of such portion of the pre-
mium paid as shall exceed the pro-rata portion for the indemnities thus deter-
mined.
If policy provision (5) is included in a policy which also contains policy pro-
vision (4) there shall be added to the caption of said provision (5) the phrase -
OTHER BENEFITS. The insurer may, at its option, include in this provision
a definition of other valid coverage, approved as to form by the commissioner,
which definition shall be limited in subject matter to coverage provided by or-
ganizations subject to regulation by insurance law or by insurance authorities
of this or any other state of the United States or any province of Canada, and to
any other coverage the inclusion of which may be approved by the commissioner.
In the absence of such definition such term shall not include group insurance, or
benefits provided by union welfare plans or by employer or employee benefit or-
ganizations. For the purpose of applying said policy provision (5) with respect
to any insured, any amount of benefit provided for such insured pursuant to any
compulsory benefit statute including any workmen's compensation or employ-
er's liability statute whether provided by a governmental agency or otherwise
shall in all cases be deemed to be other valid coverage of which the insurer has
had notice. In applying the said policy provision (5) no third party liability
coverage shall be included as other valid coverage.
(6) Relation of Earnings to Insurance. - If the total nnonthly amount of loss of
time benefits promised for the same loss under all valid loss of time coverage
upon the insured, whether payable on a weekly or monthly basis, shall exceed
the monthly earnings of the insured at the time disability comnnenced or his av-
erage monthly earnings for the period of two years immediately preceding a
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disabiLity for which claim is made, whichever is the greater, the insurer wiLL
be liable only for such proportionate amount of such benefits under this policy
as the amount of such monthly earnings or such average monthly earnings of
the insured bears to the total amount of monthly benefits for the same loss un-
der all such coverage upon the insured at the time such disability commences
and for the return of such part of the premiums paid during such two years as
shall exceed the pro-rata amount of the premiums for the benefits actually
paid hereunder; but this shall not operate to reduce the total monthly amount
of benefits payable under all such coverage upon the insured below the sum of
two hundred dollars or the sum of the monthly benefits specified in such cov-
erages, whichever is the lesser, nor shall it operate to reduce benefits other
than those payable for loss of time.
The above policy provision (6) may be inserted only in a policy which the in-
sured has the right to continue in force subject to its terms by the timely pay-
ment of premiums until at least age fifty, or, in the case of a policy issued
after age forty-four, for at least five years from its date of issue. The in-
surer may, at its option, include in said provision a definition of valid loss
of time coverage, approved as to form by the commissioner, which definition
shall be limited in subject matter to coverage provided by governmental agen-
cies or by organizations subject to regulation by insurance law or by insurance
authorities of this or any other state of the United States or any province of
Canada, or to any other coverage the inclusion of which may be approved by
the commissioner or any combination of such coverages. In the absence of
such definition such term shall not include any coverage provided for such in-
sured pursuant to any compulsory benefit statute including any workmen's
compensation or employer's liability statute, or benefits provided by union
welfare plans or by employer or employee benefit organizations.
(7) Unpaid Premium. - Upon the payment of a claim under this policy, any
premium then due and unpaid or covered by any note or written order may be
deducted therefrom.
(8) Cancellation. - The insurer may cancel this policy at any time by writ-
ten notice delivered to the insured, or mailed to his last address as shown by
the records of the insurer, stating when, not less than five days thereafter,
such cancellation shall be effective; and after the policy has been continued
beyond its original term the insured may cancel this policy at any time by
written notice delivered or mailed to the insurer, effective upon receipt or on
such later date as may be specified in such notice. In the event of cancella-
tion, the insurer will return promptly the unearned portion of any premium
paid. If the insured cancels, the earned premium shall be computed by the
use of the short-rate table last filed with the state official having supervision
of insurance in the state where the insured resided when the policy was is-
sued. If the insurer cancels, the earned premium shall be computed pro-rata.
Cancellation shall be without prejudice to any claim originating prior to the
effective date of cancellation.
(9) Conformity with State Statutes. - Any provision of this policy which, on
its effective date, is in conflict with the statutes of the state in which the in-
sured resides on such date is hereby amended to conform to the minimum re-
quirements of such statutes.
(10) Illegal Occupation. - The insurer shall not be liable for any loss to
which a contributing cause was the insured's commission of or attempt to
commit a felony or to which a contributing cause was the insured's being en-
gaged in an illegal occupation.
(11) Intoxicants and Narcotics. - The insurer shall not be liable for any loss
sustained or contracted in consequence of the insured's being intoxicated or
under the influence of any narcotic unless administered on the advice of a phy-
sician.
(c) If any provision of this paragraph is in whole or part inapplicable to or
inconsistent with the coverage provided by a particular form of policy the in-
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surer, with the approval of the commissioner, shall omit from such policy any
inapplicable provision or part of a provision, and shall modify any inconsistent
provision or part of the provision in such manner as to make the provision as
contained in the policy consistent with the coverage provided by the policy.
(d) The provisions which are the subject of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this sub-
division or any corresponding provisions which are used in lieu thereof in ac-
cordance with such paragraphs shall be printed in the consecutive order of the
provisions in such paragraphs or, at the option of the insurer, any such pro-
vision may appear as a unit in any part of the policy, with other provisions to
which it may be logically related, provided the resulting policy shall not be in
whole or in part unintelligible, uncertain, ambiguous, abstruse, or likely to
mislead a person to whom the policy is offered, delivered or issued.
(e) The word insured, as used in this section, shall not be construed as
preventing a person other than the insured with a proper insurable interest
from making application for and owning a policy covering the insured or from
being entitled under such a policy to any indemnities, benefits and rights pro-
vided therein.
(f) (I) Any policy of a foreign or alien insurer, when delivered or issued
for delivery to any person in this commonwealth, may contain any provision
which is not less favorable to the insured or the beneficiary than the provi-
sions of this section and which is prescribed or required by the law of the
state under which the insurer is organized.
(2) Any policy of a domestic insurer may, when issued for delivery in any
other state or country, contain any provision permitted or required by the
laws of such other state or country.
(g) The commissioner may make such reasonable rules and regulations
concerning the procedure for the filing or submission of policies subject to
this section as are necessary, proper or advisable to the administration of
this section. Ihis provision shall not abridge any other authority granted
the commissioner by law.
4. (a) No policy provision which is not subject to subdivision three of this
section shall make a policy, or any portion thereof, less favorable in any
respect to the insured or the beneficiary than the provisions thereof which
are subject to this section.
(b) A policy delivered or issued for delivery to any person in this common-
wealth in violation of this section shall be held valid but shall be construed as
provided in this section. When any provision in a policy subject to this sec-
tion is in conflict with any provision of this section, the rights, duties and ob-
ligations of the insurer, the insured and the beneficiary shall be governed by
the provisions of this section.
5. (a) The insured shall not be bound by any statement made in an applica-
tion for a policy unless a copy of such application is attached to or endorsed
on the policy when issued as a part thereof. If any such policy delivered or
issued for delivery to any person in the commonwealth shall be reinstated or
renewed, and the insured or the beneficiary or assignee of such policy shall
make written request to the insurer for a copy of the application, if any, for
such reinstatement or renewal, the insurer shall within fifteen days after the
receipt of such request at its home office or any branch office of the insurer,
deliver or mail to the person making such request, a copy of such application.
If such copy shall not be so delivered or mailed, the insurer shall be pre-
cluded from introducing such application as evidence in any action or proceed-
ing based upon or involving such policy or its reinstatement or renewal.
(b) No alteration of any written application for any such policy shall be
made by any person other than the applicant without his written consent, ex-
cept that insertions may be made by the insurer, for administrative purposes
only, in such manner as to indicate clearly that such insertions are not to be
ascribed to the applicant.
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(c) The falsity of any statement in the application for any policy covered by this
section may not bar the right to recovery thereunder unless such false statement
materially affected either the acceptance of the risk or the hazard assumed by
the insurer.
6. The acknowledgment by any insurer of the receipt of notice given under any
policy covered by this section, or the furnishing of forms for filing proofs of
loss, or the acceptance of such proofs, or the investigation of any claim there-
under shall not operate as a waiver of any of the rights of the insurer in defense
of any claim arising under such policy.
7. If any such policy contains a provision establishing, as an age limit or
otherwise, a.date after which the coverage provided by the policy will not be
effective, and if such date falls within a period for which premium is accepted
by the insurer or if the insurer accepts a premium after such date, the cover-
age provided by the policy will continue in force subject to any right of cancel-
lation until the end of the period for which premium has been accepted. In the
event the age of the insured has been misstated and if, according to the correct
age of the insured, the coverage provided by the policy would not have become
effective, or would have ceased prior to the acceptance of such premium or pre-
miums, then the liability of the insurer shall be limited to the refund, upon re-
quest, of all premiums paid for the period not covered by the policy.
8. Nothing in this section shall apply to or affect any policy of workmen's com-
pensation insurance or any policy of liability insurance with or without supple-
mentary expense coverage therein; or any policy or contract of reinsurance; or
any blanket or group policy of insurance; or life insurance, endowment or annu-
ity contracts, or contracts supplemental thereto which contain only such pro-
visions relating to accident and sickness insurance as provide additional bene-
fits in case of death or dismemberment or loss of sight by accident, or as op-
erate to safeguard such contracts against lapse, or to give a special surrender
value or special benefit or an annuity in the event that the insured or annuitant
shall become totally and permanently disabled, as defined by the contract or
supplemental contract.
Nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the approval and use of a policy
containing multiple optional benefits and the provisions applicable thereto; pro-
vided, that such policy otherwise complies with the provisions of this section;
and provided, further, that the schedule of benefits be set forth on the first
page of the policy; and provided, further, that there shall appear on the filing
back of the policy and also on the first page thereof a reference to such schedule
of benefits
.
A. The commissioner may, within thirty days after the filing of a copy or
form of such a policy, disapprove such form of policy if the benefits provided
therein are unreasonable in relation to the premium charged, or if it contains
any provision which is unjust, unfair, inequitable, misleading or deceptive, or
which encourages misrepresentation as to such policy. If the commissioner
shall notify the insurer which has filed any such form that it does not comply
with the provisions of this section it shall be unlawful thereafter for such in-
surer to issue such form or use it in connection with any policy. In such no-
tice the commissioner shall specify the reasons for his disapproval and state
that a hearing will be granted within twenty days after request in writing by the
insurer.
B. The commissioner may at any time after a hearing, of which not less than
twenty days written notice shall have been given to the insurer, withdraw his ap-
proval of any such form on any of the grounds stated in paragraph A of this sub-
division. It shall be unlawful for the insurer to issue such form or use it in
connection with any policy after the effective date of such withdrawal or approval.
The notice of any such hearing shall specify the matters to be considered at such
hearing and any decision affirming disapproval or directing withdrawal of ap-




C. Any person or company aggrieved by any action, order, finding or decision
of the commissioner under paragraph B of this subdivision may, within twenty
days from the filing of a memorandum thereof in his office, file a petition in the
supreme judicial court for the county of Suffolk for a review of such action, or-
der, finding or decision. The action, order, finding or decision of the com-
missioner shall remain in full force and effect pending the final decision of the
court unless the court or a justice thereof after notice to the commissioner shall
by a special order otherwise direct. The court shall have jurisdiction in equity
to modify, amend, annul, review or affirm such action, order, finding or de-
cision, shall review all questions of fact and of law involved therein and may
make any appropriate order or decree.
Section 2. Section one hundred and nine of chapter one hundred and seventy-
five of the General Laws is hereby repealed.
Section 3. Subdivision (a) of section 110 of said chapter 175, as appearing in
section 1 of chapter 532 of the acts of 1952, is hereby amended by striking out,
in lines 1 and 2, the words "sections one hundred and eight and one hundred and
nine" and inserting in place thereof the words:- "section one hundred and eight. "
Section 4. A policy, rider or endorsement, which could have been lawfully
used or delivered or issued for delivery to any person in the commonwealth im-
mediately before the effective date of this act may be used oz delivered or is-
sued for delivery to any such person during two years after the effective date of
this act, notwithstanding the provisions of subdivisions two, three and four of
section one hundred and eight of chapter one hundred and seventy-five of the
General Laws, as amended by section one of this act.
Section 5. I'his act shall take effect on January first, nineteen hundred and
fifty-five. Approved April 5, 1954
Chap. 285 - AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE INCONI ESTABLE CLAUSE IN GROUP
LIFE POLICIES.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 134 of chapter 175 of the General Laws, as most recently amended by
section 4 of chapter 404 of the acts of 1951, is hereby further amended by strik-
ing out the provision numbered 1 and inserting in place thereof the following:
-
I. That the policy shall be incontestable after two years from its date of
issue except for non-payment of premiums, and that the insurance on any per-
son insured under the policy shall be incontestable after it has been in force for
a period of two years during such person's lifetime except for violation of the
conditions of the policy relating to military or naval service in time of war.
Approved April 6, 1954.
Chap. 294 - AN ACT RELATING TO THE PURCHASE OF INSURANCE BY
CERTAIN CORPORATIONS BY MEMBERS THEREOF.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
The fourth paragraph of section 174 of chapter 175 of the General Laws, as ap-
pearing in the Tercentenary Edition, is hereby amended by inserting after the
word "license", in line 6, the following:- , except that a stockholder of such
corporation may be a purchaser of insurance, the premiums for which do not
exceed two per cent of the total premiums written by said corporation;
Approved April 7, 1954.
Chap. 318 - AN ACT RELATING lO INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENI OR HEALTH
INSURANCE POLICIES.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
The first paragraph of section 149 of chapter 175 of the General Laws, as ap-
pearing in the lercentenary Edition, is hereby amended by striking out the
last sentence and inserting in place thereof the following sentence:- This section
shall not apply to accident or health, annuity or pure endowment contracts.
Approved April 15, 1954
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Chap. 320 - AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE PAR VALUE OF SHARES OF CAPITAL
STOCK OF INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. Section 49 of chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by
striking out the first paragraph, as appearing in the Tercentenary Edition, and
inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:- The company shall be formed
in the manner described in and be subject to section nine of chapter one hundred
and fifty-five, and sections six, eight to twelve, inclusive, and fourteen of chap-
ter one hundred and fifty-six, except as otherwise expressly provided in this
chapter.
Section 2. Said section 49 of said chapter 175 is hereby further amended by
striking out the third paragraph, inserted by section 2 of chapter 15 of the acts
of 1939.
Section 3. Section 50 of said chapter 175 is hereby amended by striking out
the first sentence, as amended by chapter 609 of the acts of 1945, and inserting
in place thereof the following sentence:- A stock company, by a two-thirds vote
of all its stock entitled to vote, or a mutual company, by a two-thirds vote of
those members present and voting, at a meeting duly called therefor, may alter,
add to or change, to the extent authorized by this chapter, the classes of in-
surance for the transaction of which it was incorporated, may change the loca-
tion of its principal office of place of business in the commonwealth, or, in the
case of a stock company, may provide for the transaction of insurance on a
participating plan, or may increase or reduce the par value of such shares of
its capital stock as have par value, which value shall be not less than one dollar,
or, in the case of either a stock company or a mutual company, may make any
other lawful amendment or alteration in its agreement of association or articles
of organization, or in the corresponding provisions of its act of incorporation.
Section 4. Section 70 of said chapter 175, as appearing in the Tercentenary
Edition, is hereby amended by striking out the second sentence, and inserting
in place thereof the following sentence: - If a company shall vote to increase its
capital in the second of the two ways set forth in this section, the directors shall
fix the price per share, in respect of shares with par value at not less than par
and in respect of shares without par value at not less than its stated portion of
authorized capital, at which, and the time, not less than thirty days after the
date of such vote to increase, within which the new stock may be taken by the
stockholders
.
Section 5. Section 71 of said chapter 175, as so appearing, is hereby amended
by striking out the first sentence, and inserting in place thereof the following
four sentences:- Any company may, upon vote of a majority of the stock rep-
resented at a meeting legally called for that purpose, reduce its capital stock
but not to an amount less than required by section forty-eight or fifty-one, ex-
cept as hereinafter provided. It may effect such reduction by decreasing the
number of shares thereof, or by reducing the proportionate authorized capital
value of its shares. Par value of such shares as have par value may not be re-
duced to less than one dollar. Assets and property shall not be distributed to
its stockholders if authorized capital would be impaired thereby.
Approved April 15, 1954.
Chap. 327 - AN ACT RELATIVE TO THE ISSUANCE OF GENERAL OR
BLANKEl ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Subdivision (A) of section 110 of chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by inserting after the word "associations", in line 19, as appearing
in section I of chapter 532 of the acts of 1952, the following: - ; or (i) any as-
sociation of employers or employees in the same or related industry having a
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constitution and by-laws and formed in good faith for purposes other than that of
obtaining insurance for its association members and employees.
Approved April 15, 1954.
Chap. 334 - AN ACT REQUIRING INSURERS UNDER THE COMPULSORY
MOTOR VEHICLE LIABILITY INSURANCE LAW TO FURNISH
COPIES OF REPORTS OF MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by inserting after section
1131, inserted by chapter 274 of the acts of 1954, the following section: -
Section 113 J. Any company issuing or executing a motor vehicle liability
policy or bond, both as defined in section thirty-four A of chapter ninety, which
requests and makes a medical examination of a person injured in an accident in-
volving a motor vehicle, shall, upon request of the injured party or his attorney,
furnish said party or attorney with copies of reports of all medical examinations
made by said insurer; provided, that such injured party shall, upon request of
said insurer, furnish it with copies of reports of all medical examinations and
treatment made by his attending physician or physicians.
Approved April 20, 1954.
Chap. 398 - AN ACT PERMITTING CERTAIN FRATERNAL BENEFIT SO-
CIETIES TO CONTRACT WITH INSURANCE COMPANIES FOR
IHE PAYMENT OF BENEFHS.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 46C of chapter 176 of the General Laws, inserted by chapter 397 of
the acts of 1941, is hereby amended by inserting after the word "to", in line 2,
the words: - sections forty-five and. Approved May 10, 1954.
Chap 464 - AN ACT AUTHORIZING AGENTS AND BROKERS TO ACCEPT PAY-
MENT OF INSURANCE PREMIUMS IN INSTALMENTS, AND TO
FINANCE INSURANCE PAYMENlS.
Whereas,
The deferred operation of this act would tend to defeat its purpose which is to
provide for financing the payments for insurance premiums forthwith, there-
fore it is hereby declared to be an emergency law, necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public convenience.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Chapter 175 of the General Laws is hereby amended by inserting after section
lb2A, inserted by chapter 629 of the acts of 1947, the following section: -
Section 162B . Insurance agents and brokers may accept payment of insurance
premiums in instalments to be evidenced by notes or other appropriate instru-
ments running from the insured to the agent or broker, under rates, charges
and regulations established after public hearing, as equitable and non-discrimi-
natory, by a board comprising the attorney general, the insurance commissioner
and the commissioner of banks. Each of said members may designate an em-
ployee in his department, authorized in each instance, to act as his representa-
tive on said board.
For the purposes of financing insurance premiums and the subsequent sale or
other negotiation of any such note or instrument to a third party, insurance
agents and brokers shall be considered to be sellers of insurance.
Approved May 24, 1954.
Part I
EXAMINATION of FIRE, MARINE and CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANIES
The following is a record of the examinations of Fire, Marine and Casualty
Insurance Companies made by this Department during the year 1954:
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Part I
FIRE, MARINE and CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANIES
Qr RECIPROCAL EXCHANGES ADMITTED
The following fire, marine and casualty companies or reciprocal exchanges
were authorized to commence the transaction of business in this Common-
wealth during the calendar year 1954:
Date of
Corporate Name Location Capital Authority
Title Guarantee and
Trust Company New York, N. Y. $2,000,000.00 Jan. 12, 1954
So. Carolina Insurance Co. Columbia, S.C.
American Marine and
General Insurance Co. New York, N. Y.
All American Casualty Co. Chicago, 111.
Home Mutual Fire Ins. Co. Binghampton, N. Y.
City Title Insurance Co. New York, N. Y.
Boston Indemnity Ins. Co. Boston, Mass.
1,000,000.00 Jan. 19, 1954
750, 000.00 Jan. 28, 1954
2,000,000.00 Feb. 18, 1954
Mar. 15, 1954
250,000.00 May 20, 1954
1,000,000.00 June 4, 195;^
Industrial Insurance Co. Holland Township, 1,000,000.00 July 19, 1954
N.J.
Carolina Casualty Ins. Co. Burlington, S.C.
Plymouth Insurance Co. Boston, Mass.
Florists' Hail Assoc,
of America
378,791.00 Sept. 19, 1954
300, 000.00 Oct. 13, 1954
Edwardsville,Ill. - Oct. 20, 1954




The Preferred Mutual Fire
Ins. Co. of Chenango County New Berlin, N. Y.
New London County Mutual
Fire Insurance Co. Norwich, Conn.
The Halifax Insurance Co.
of Mass. Boston, Mass.
Reciprocals:
U.S. Epperson Underwriting Co.
Attorney-in-Fact for
Lumbermen's Underwriting
Alliance Kansas City, Mo.
600,000.00 Oct. 25, 1954
Oct. 27, 1954
Nov. 16, 1954
100,000.00 Dec. 3, 1954
Dec. 14, 1954
P.D. 9
FIRE, MARINE and CASUALl Y INSURANCE COMPANIES WITHDRAWN
United States Branch, Car and General Insurance Corporation, London, Eng
land, located in New York, N. Y. , ceased to be authorized to transact busi-
ness in this Commonwealth by withdrawal, effective December 31, 1954.
FIRE, MARINE and CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANIES in RECEIVERSHIP
(None)
FIRE, MARINE and CASUAL i Y INSURANCE COMPANIES CORPORA iE
NAME CHANGES
Effective November 5, 1954, The Shelby Mutual Casualty Company of Shelby,
Ohio changed its name to - The Shelby Mutual Insurance Company of
Shelby, Ohio.
Effective July 1, 1954, Michigan Millers Mutual Fire Insurance Company
changed its name to - Michigan Millers Mutual Insurance Company.
Effective December 31, 1954, Globe and Rutgers Fire Insurance Company
changed its name to - American Home Insurance Company.
Part I
EXHIBIT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF DOMESTIC COMPANIES
IN TEN YEAR PERIOD
Fire, Marine & Casualty Companies
p. D. 9
DEPARTMENTAL RULINGS PERTAINING TO CERTAIN ACTIVITIES
OF FIRE, MARINE and CASUALTY COMPANIES and/or RATING
ORGANIZATIONS
1954 Rulings of the Commissioner of Insurance issued in the interest of ef-
ficiency and proper administration of applicable law are set forth in this part
of the Report as pertain to activities above -captioned. Dissemination of same
was duly made by circular letter to all insurers and/or rating organizations
concerned therewith. The text of the body of said circular letters read as
follows:
January 20, 1954
Anaendment to Nation-Wide Marine Definition
Effective immediately, the Nation-wide Marine Definition pronnulgated by
the Commissioner of Insurance as interpretative of the insuring powers of
companies authorized to write Inland Marine Insurance in this Commonwealth
is hereby amended to permit:
1. the issuance of a marine or inland marine form of policy to cover
from the time live cattle are purchased at stockyards and shipped
from various parts of the country to a slaughter-house in Massa-
chusetts where space is leased, in which such cattle are killed
and stored for a brief period, until the beef is delivered to a
warehouse in another location in the same State when coverage
under the policy will cease; and
2. the writing as inland marine insurance of the Outdoor Theatre
Equipment Floater policy covering personal property only.
February 26, 1954
Special Call for 1954 Outstanding Losses
Under the authority conferred by Section 113B of Chapter 175 of the General
Laws, as amended, the Commissioner of Insurance may at any time require
any company to file with him such data, statistics, schedules or information
as he may deem proper or necessary to enable him to fix and establish or
secure and maintain fair and reasonable classifications of risks and adequate,
just, reasonable and non-discriminatory premium charges for motor vehicle
liability policies or bonds.
It is hereby ordered that all 1954 private passenger outstanding claims
arising under the compulsory insurance law, valued as of May 31, 1954,
be filed on punch cards with the Massachusetts Autonnobile Rating and
Accident Prevention Bureau, 89 Broad Street, Boston, in accordance with
the following rules:
1. Outstanding loss cards. Form No. 839250, must be filed with the
Bureau as follows:
Policy year 1954 valued as of May 31, 1954, and
filed not later than July 15, 1954.
2. A separate punch card shall be reported for each outstanding claim
with "entered date", May, 1954.
3. Reserves for outstanding losses must be set up by individual es-
timates on each claim or suit and not by use of average or arbi-
trary values
.
4. Loss reserves must not include reserves for either allocated or
unallocated claim expense.
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5. Companies must be prepared to justify to the Department Examiners
the company valuation of each claim.
6. Forward separate special OUTSTANDING transmittal letters fur-
nished by the Bureau with suitable date reference changes and
marked: "Special Outstanding Losses" for known compulsory
private passenger losses only, to be reported; i.e., incurred
and not reported are to be excluded.
7. Send one copy of these transmittaj. letters to the Massachusetts
Automobile Rating and Accident Prevention Bureau and one copy
to the Division of Insurance, 100 Nashua Street, Boston.
8. On each accident involving claims under an excess limits policy
for more than compulsory limits (either upper or lower), a
written report shall be furnished to both the Massachusetts
Insurance Department and the Bureau.
Please acknowledge receipt of this Order.
March 23, 1954
Suspension of Filing Requirements
Whereas, the Commissioner of Insurance is authorized by Section 6(c)
of Chapter 174A of the General Laws of Massachusetts to suspend the
requirement of filing as to any kind of insurance, the rates for which
cannot practicably be filed before thay are used; and
Whereas, it appears that as to certain types of proposed excess of
loss coverage, to which Chapter 174A is applicable, adequate or re^
liable tests for passing upon rates are not available, and cannot
reasonably be made available to the Department; and
Whereas, while such condition prevails nothing is accomplished by
way of protection to companies or policyholders by requiring rate
filings as to such proposed excess of loss coverage, and it is not
practicable that such rates be filed before they are used;
Therefore, pursuant to the authority contained in Section 6(c) of
Chapter 174A of the General Laws of Massachusetts, the Commissioner
of Insurance hereby suspends the filing requirement of Chapter 174A
with respect to excess of loss coverage subject to the following rules
and regulations:
(a) There must be a retention by the insured as to each loss occur-
rence in an amount not less than the maximum loss reasonably to be
expected during the currency of the policy after giving consideration
to the loss history, construction, occupancy and protection of the
properties involved; and
(b) The retention as to each loss occurrence must, in any case, be a
minimum of $ 100, 000; and
(c) The insured must warrant that the retention shall not be covered
by any policy of insurance; and
(d) The coverage must relate to special situations as to which
statistical justification for the rate is not reasonably obtainable; and
(e) ihe rate must be obtained from special analysis of the particular
situation and not from application of a regular scale of rates.
The agreement evidencing the coverage shall be drawn in each instance to
p. D. 9
meet the requirements of the situation in the form prescribed by Section 99
of Chapter 175 of the General Laws of Massachusetts, and two copies of each
agreement purporting to meet the requirements of this regulation, together
with a brief analysis of the account, shall be filed with the Department within
fifteen (15) days after it has been issued; but it is not necessary for more
than one participating company to submit copies of the agreement if the others
have ascertained information that such agreement has been filed with this De-
partment.
It is to be noted that the suspension or modification of filing requirements
does not suspend any of the other provisions of the rate regulatory laws or
of Sections 95, 102A and other applicable sections of Chapter 175.
All companies shall keep separate records of excess of loss business and
the figures relating thereto shall be recorded and reported separately.
This order shall be effective for one year from April 2, 1954.
April 8, 1954
Memorandum of Order Relative to Rate Making Data
Whereas, Section 113B of Chapter 175 of the General Laws provides that
the Commissioner of Insurance may at any time require any company to
file with him such data, statistics, schedules or information as he may
deem necessary to enable him to fix and establish fair and reasonable
classifications of risks and adequate, just, reasonable and non-discrimi-
natory premium charges.
Now, Therefore, it is hereby ordered that each company determine its
expenditures for Massachusetts Automobile Liability Insurance for th.e
calendar year 1953 in accordance with the Massachusetts Automobile Li-
ability Insurance Expense Plan (copy of which Plan is attached) and enter
the amounts of expenditures so determined on the attached blank form
which is to be filed with the Commissioner of Insurance on or before June
15, 1954.
June 21, 1954
Rules Relative to Filings Made by Insurers
The following rules as authorized by Chapters 174A and 175A of the
General Laws are hereby adopted to be in force on and after July I, 1954 ,
superseding the rules and regulations relative to filings previously promul-
gated by the Commissioner of Insurance.
Rule 1. Each insurer shall furnish the Department with the names of per-
sons authorized to make filings and the types of filings each such person is
empowered to make.
Rule 2. All filings shall be sent to the Department with a letter of trans-
mittal. Each sheet or page of a filing shall contain the name of the filing
company or companies and the effective date of such filing. Filings not so
marked will be returned to the insurer for completion. Likewise, filings
which are not distinct and decipherable will be returned as illegible.
If a filing consists of a Bureau manual containing variances from filings
made by such Bureau, the pages containing such variances shall be of a
different color than the Bureau manual pages.
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Filings may be made on other than manual size pages but must be replaced
within a reasonable period of time by numbered manual pages with appropri-
ate rule number. Filing of policy forms is not held to be in compliance with
this rule.
Rule 3. Furnish two copies of the transmittal letter, one copy to be re-
tained by the Department and the other copy, stamped with the Department
reception stamp, to be returned to the insurer.
The transmittal letter shall contain the following information:
(a) The name of the insurer.
(b) The subject matter of the filing with proper identification of page{s)
and/or rule(s).
(c) The proposed effective date, which may be subsequent to but not
prior to the reception date of the filing at the Department.
(d) A statement as to whether the filing or filings are new or supersede
present filings.
Rule 4. Definite information or adequate supporting statistics shall accom-
pany all filings. In addition, in those cases where the filing is to supersede
a filing presently in effect, memorandums shall be included which set forth
the differences between the present filing and its replacement with particular
reference to percentage increases or decreases in rates when such changes
have been made
.
Rule 5. A request for suspension or modification of a filing as to any kind
of insurance, subdivision or combination thereof, or as to classes of risks,
the rates for which cannot practically be filed before they are to be used,
shall be in writing and shall set forth all facts pertinent thereto.
Rule 6. Application for deviation shall be on a form furnished by this De-
partment.
Rule 7. Insurers withdrawing as members of or subscribers to rating or-
ganizations shall give written notice to the Commissioner in each case at
least ten days prior to the effective date of withdrawal.
June 21, 1954
Rules Relative to Filings Made by Rating Organizations
The following rules as authorized by Chapters 174A and 175A of the General
Laws are hereby adopted to be in force on and after July 1, 1954, superseding
the rules and regulations relative to filings previously promulgated by the
Commisssioner of Insurance.
Rule 1. Application for license as a rate -making organization shall be made
on forms furnished by the Commissioner.
Rule 2. Application for renewal of license shall be made at least thirty days
prior to the date of expiration.
Rule 3. Every rating organization shall notify the Commissioner within ten
days of every change in (1) its constitution, its articles of agreement of asso-
ciation or its certificate of incorporation, and its by-laws, rules and regula-
tions governing the conduct of its business, (2) its list of members and sub-
scribers and (3) the name and address of the resident of this Commonwealth
designated by it upon whom notices or orders of the Commissioner or process
affecting such rating organization may be served.
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Rule 4. Each rating organization shall furnish the Department with the names
of persons authorized to make filings and the types of filings each such person
is empowered to make.
Rule 5. All filings shall be sent to the Department with a letter of transmit-
tal. Each sheet or page of a filing shall contain the name of the rating or-
ganization and the effective date of such filing. Filings not so marked will
be returned to the rating organization for completion. Likewise, filings which
are not distinct and decipherable will be returned as illegible.
Filings may be made on other than manual size pages but must be replaced
within a reasonable period of time by numbered manual pages with appropri-
ate rule number. Filing of policy forms is not held to be in compliance with
this rule.
Rule 6. Furnish two copies of the transmittal letter, one copy to be retained
by the Department and the other copy, stamped with the Department reception
stamp, to be returned to the rating organization.
The transmittal letter shall contain the following information:
(a) The name of the rating organization.
(b) The subject matter of the filing with proper identification of
page(s) and/or rule(s).
(c) The proposed effective date, which may be subsequent to but
not prior to the reception date of the filing at the Department.
(d) A statement as to whether the filing or filings are new or super-
sede present filings.
Rule 7. Definite information or adequate supporting statistics shall accom-
pany all filings. In addition in those cases where the filing is to supersede a
filing presently in effect, memorandums shall be included which set forth the
differences between the present filing and its replacement with particular
reference to percentage increases or decreases in rates when such changes
have been made.
Rule 8. A request for suspension or modification of a filing as to any kind
of insurance, subdivision or combination thereof, or as to classes of risks,
the rates for which cannot practically be filed before they are to be used,
shall be in writing and shall set forth all facts pertinent thereto.
June 24, 1954
Amendment to Nation-Wide Marine Definition
Effective immediately, the Nation-wide Marine Definition promulgated by
the Commissioner of Insurance as interpretative of the insuring powers of
companies authorized to write Inland Marine Insurance in this Common-
wealth is hereby amended by revising provision E.2.(d) to read as follows:
E.2.(d): "Physicians' and Surgeons' Instrument Floaters. Such policies
shall not cover furniture or fixtures except furniture or fixtures in that
portion of the premises occupied by the assured in the practice of his pro-
fession. "
November 3, 1954
Memorandum of Order Relative to the Establishment of a Statistical Plan
Whereas, the Commissioner of Insurance is required and directed by
Section 113B of Chapter 175 of the General Laws, as amended, after due
hearing and investigation, to fix and establish classifications of risks which
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shall be fair and reasonable and a schedule of premium charges which
shall be adequate, just, reasonable and non-discriminatory, to be used and
charged by all insurance and surety companies for the motor vehicle liability
policies or bonds, as defined in Section 34A of Chapter 90 of the General
Laws, as amended, to be issued or executed in connection with the registra-
tion of motor vehicles or trailers during or for the year 1955, and is em-
powered by Section 113B of Chapter 175, and is further empowered by Section
15(a) of Chapter 175A of the General Laws to make rules and regulations per-
taining thereto; and
Whereas, the Commissioner of Insurance, under Section 113B of Chapter
175 of the General Laws, as amended, may at any time require any company
to file with him such data, statistics, schedules or information as he may
deem proper or necessary to enable him to fix and establish or secure and
maintain fair and reasonable classifications of risks and adequate, just,
reasonable and non-discriminatory premium charges; and
Whereas, the Commissioner of Insurance is required and directed by
Section 15(a) of Chapter 175A of the General Laws to promulgate rules and
statistical plans which shall be used by each insurer in recording and re-
porting its loss experience;
Now Therefore, under the authority conferred by and pursuant to said Sec-
tion 113B of Chapter 175 and Section 15(a) of Chapter 175A of the General
Laws, I hereby order that the Statistical Plan, as attached hereto, the
original of which is on file in the office of the Commissioner of Insurance,
and known as the "Massachusetts Automobile Bodily Injury Statistical Plan",
edition of January 1, 1955, consisting of Part I, "Instructions", and Part II,
"Codes", be and the same is hereby established and fixed for all companies
now licensed or which may hereafter be licensed to write motor vehicle
bodily injury liability insurance (including basic and extended medical pay-
ments coverage) and compulsory motor vehicle liability insurance in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, reserving the right to add to, modify,
alter, amend or supersede said Plan at any time in accordance with said
Section 113B of Chapter 175 and Section 15(a) of Chapter 175A of the General
Laws.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official
seal of this Division at the City of Boston, this third day of November, A.D.
1954.
December 8, 1954
Memorandum of Order Relative to Outstanding Claims on Massachusetts
Motor Vehicle Liability Policies - for Policy Year-s 1945 - 1954
Under the authority conferred by Section 113B of Chapter 175 of the General
Laws, as amended, the Commissioner of Insurance may at any time require
any company to file with him such data, statistics, schedules or information
as he may deem proper or necessary to enable him to fix and establish or se-
cure and maintain fair and reasonable classifications of risks and adequate,
just, reasonable and non-discrinninatory premium charges for motor vehicle
liability policies or bonds.
It is hereby ordered that all outstanding claims arising under such policies
issued for policy years 1945-1954, inclusive, be filed on punch cards with
the Massachusetts Automobile Rating and Accident Prevention Bureau, 89
Broad Street, Boston, in accordance with the following rules:
jcxxii p. D. 9
1. Outstanding loss cards, Form No. 839250, must be filed with the Bureau
as follows:
(a) Policy years 1945-1953, inclusive, valued as of December 31, 1954,
and filed not later than February 28, 1955
(b) Policy year 1954 valued as of March 31, 1955, and filed not later
than April 20, 1955.
2. A separate punch card shall be reported for each outstanding claim.
3. Each outstanding loss card must be punched in column entitled "Claim
Count", in accordance with the following:
(a) Punch a one (1) in this field when reporting a card in cases where
the entire amount of a claim is outstanding.
(b) Punch a zero (0) in this field when reporting a card in cases where
a portion of a claim has been reported as paid.
4. Reserves for outstanding losses must be set up by individual estimates
on each claim or suit and not by use of average or arbitrary values.
5. Loss reserves must not include reserves for either allocated or unal-
located claim expense.
6. Companies must be prepared to justify to the Department Examiners
the company valuation of each claim.
7. Forward separate special OUTSTANDING transmittal letters furnished
by the Bureau with each shipment of outstanding loss cards, the first
to set forth outstanding loss totals for each of the policy years 1945 -
1953, inclusive, and the second to set forth outstanding loss totals for
policy year 1954 for the following items:
(a) Compulsory Losses.
(b) Total Automobile Bodily Injury Losses for the B Coverages and
Medical Payments Coverage.
8. Send one copy of these transmittal letters to the Massachusetts Auto-
mobile Rating and Accident Prevention Bureau and one copy to the
Division of Insurance, 100 Nashua Street, Boston.
9. On each accident involving claims under ,an excess limits policy for
more than Compulsory limits (either upper or lower), a written report
shall be furnished to both the Massachusetts Insurance Department and
the Bureau.
Please acknowledge receipt of this Order.
REPORT ON FIRES
This Department duly received from the Department of Public Safety, Divi-
sion of Fire Prevention the State Fire Marshal's detailed report of all official
actions in relation to fires within the Commonwealth during the year ending
December 31, 1954.
In conformity with established practice we embody herein the material por-
tions thereof, as follows:
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REPORT OF DIVISION OF FIRE PREVENTION
DEPARTMENT of PUBLIC SAFETY
DECEMBER 1, 1955
COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE, 100 Nashua Street, Boston.
I have the honor to submit in compliance with the provisions of section 7,
chapter 148 of the General Laws, the fifty-first annual report of this office
on fires reported during the year ending December 31, 1954, as follows:
The total number of fires reported in this state during the year 1954
was 11,076, and the fire loss was $27,479, 354.81.
The total number of deaths caused by fires during the year was 90,
including 32 men, 38 women and 20 children.
Of the total number of fires in 1954, 71% occurred in residential build-
ings; also 95% of the fatal fires occurred in homes. A detailed tabulation
is included in this report.
During the year, 92 arrests were n-iade for incendiarism, resulting in















Fires M W Total
Careless smoking and
Careless use of matches 30 17 13 31
Heating Apparatus:
Range oil burners 4




Heating or lighting apparatus
igniting clothing, etc.
Electrical causes
Children playing with matches
Gas explosion
Backfire exhaust ignited fumes
Burning rubbish
Careless disposal of hot ashes
Kerosene lamp
Mixing paint - flash fire






STATISTICS OF FIRES IN MASSACHUSETTS IN 1954
ANNUAL FIRE LOSS



















































TABLE NO. 1 - Showing Number of Fires and Loss in Cities and Towns - Cent.
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TABLE NO. 1 - Showing Number of Fires and Loss in Cities and Towns - Cont.
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TABLE NO. 1 -Showing Number of Fires and Loss in Cities and Towns
-C oncluded
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Contents loss 2, 885, 237.46
Total 3, 169 6, 135,440.51
Careless use of matches
Building loss 260, 138.28
Contents loss 111,684.37
Total 107 371,822.65






Contents loss 309, 106. 09
Total 566 1,257,393.42
DEFECTIVE OR OVERHEATED COOKING AND HEATING APPARATUS:
Power oil burners
Building loss 724,001.18
Contents loss 245, 185.78
Total 936 969, 186.96
Range oil burners
Building loss 379,910.82
Contents loss 204, 558. 37





Wood, coal, etc., stoves and heaters
Building loss 373,755.02
Contents loss 171,615.13








Total 7 52, 148.80
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Building loss $ 621,600.81















Total 401 1, 141, 550.61
GRAND TOTAL 11,076 $27,479,354.81




TABLE NO. 3 - Giving Description of Property, Number of Fires, and Loss.




Building loss $ 130,452.76







Total 51 324, 798. 83
Club and lodge rooms, halls, etc.
Building loss 206,420.27
Contents loss 45 715.51
Total 44 253, 135.78







Total 556 4, 383, 230.41
Garages
Building loss 254,091.46
Contents loss 95 837.79
Total 200 349, 929.25
Hospitals, resthomes, etc.
Building loss 51_ 653.71
Contents loss 19_ £,£,0. 82
Total 34 71,314.53










TABLE NO. 3 - Giving Description of Property, etc. - Cont.
Number of
PROPERTY Fires LOSS
Petroleum products and distribution
Building Loss $ 26,369.76
Contents loss 15,077.88
Total 24 41,447.64




















GRAND TOTAL 11.076 $ 27,479,354.81
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TABLE NO. 4 - Number of Incendiary and Unknown Fires, and the
Number of Arrests and Convictions in Massachusetts,




































TABLE NO. 5 - Number of Fires in Massachusetts and Loss from same,
from the Year 1924 to 1954, inclusive.
TOTAL STATE,
YEAR Number of Exclusive BOSTON TOTAL LOSS
Fires of Boston
1924 9,436 6,826 2,610 $ 22,243,991.53
1925 9,166 6,572 2,594 18,622,675.93
1926. ..... 9,469 6,803 2,666 20,873,310.27
1927 8,681 6,175 2,506 15,201,324.87
1928 8,541 6,063 2,478 17,859,327.94
1929 8,914 6,202 2,712 16,284,559.09
1930 9,276 6,550 2,726 18,159,364.42
1931 9,555 6,652 2,903 16,777,176.37
1932 10,677 7,715 2,962 18,026,358.49
1933 9,409 6,751 2,658 11,401,639-21
1934 8,936 6,427 2,509 11,311,502.92
1935 8,901 6,396 2,505 9,805,391.65
1936 8,553 6,146 2,407 10,251,304.62
1937 8,652 6,231 2,421 9,875,501.86
1938. ..... 8,371 6,081 2,290 11,288,398.60
1939 9,645 6,797 2,848 11,592,001.39
1940 9,689 6,953 2,736 12,437,016.26
1941 10,123 7,081 3,042 30,308,482.90
1942 8,466 5,836 2,630 12,725,957.12
1943 9,372 6,537 2,835 12,420,236.82
1944 9,587 6,655 2,932 14,597,090.03
1945 8,916 6,395 2,521 15,079,999.36
1946 10,034 7,010 3,024 17,294,928.62
1947 * 6,714 * 12,532,006.94
1948 * 7,150 * 16,068,332.52
1949 * 11,763 * 15,022,934.46
1950 * 11,971 * 15,637,442.64
1951 * 12,927 * , 16,294,109.67
1952 17,709 14,782 2,927 25,379,249.98
1953 11,320 8,754 2,566 24,310,253.49
1954 11,076 8,705 2,371 27,479,354.81
Boston losses not included
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48,761,274 11,443,539 12,842,141 15,281,022
















71,816,702 19,687,041 3,463,104 15,933,967
435 27,266,713 11,463,254 24,368,019
550 1,884,062 1,598,562 2,678,321
013 473,140 166,100 203,308
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$17,261,093 $14,026,614 $253,787 $1,834,747 $630,519 $21,426,535 $79,113,797 $10,498,270







Blackstn.Mut. (f ) 2,56:,
Central Hut. 4,158,
Emp. Mut. Fire 411,
Emp. Mut. Llab. 16,
Factory Mut. Llab.
Federated Mut. 3,717,
Firemen's Mut. (f) 3,476,
Florists Hail Ass. 279,
Grain Dealers 3,384,
Hdwre. Dealers 3,039,
Hdwre. Hut. Cas. 16,





Lmbrmns . i^tut . Cas . 694,
Lmbrmns. Mut. Ins. 2,117,
Mfrs. S: Merchs. 97,
Hfrs. Mutual (f) 5,093,
Merchs. & Bus. Men's 246,
Merchs. Mut. Cas.
Michigan Millers 2,479,
Michigan Mut. Llab. 72,
Millers Hut. (Illjl,191,
Millers Hut. (Pa. ) 506,
Millers Mut.(Tejt.) 857,
Millers Natl. 1,503,
Mill Owns. Mut.(la) 1,309,
Mut.Een.H. & A.
Hut. Fire (Saco)












































































































































































































































































$22,502,676 $10,796,228 $12,960,569 $604,004 $137,588 $806, 642 5,299 $-4,463,073 $189,981,290
$672,812
TABLE 6 - NET LOSSES PAID















































TOTAL $58,502,413 $18,066,358$3,'<39,720 $5,519,101 $69,055,455 $38,802,584 $70,553,695 $11,569,807
MASSACHUSETTS STOCK COS.
American Employers $UC, Oil































































































































TABLE 6 - NET LOSSES PAID









Compen- cnige . Other
Than Autosatlon





















Cora. Ins. Co. (N.J. ) 73,049
Com. anion Ins. 800,993
Commonwealth 1,395,047




Detroit F.& M. 1,148,151















Flremarts Fd. Ins. 14, 694, 779









Glens Falls Ind. 2,442,432
Glens Falls Ins. 3,838,108
Globe Indemnity 2,881,243
Globe & Republic 1,613,224
Granite State 1,361,171
Gr. Am. Indemnity 1,590








Home Fire 4 Mar. 3,148,881
Homeland 697,523
Illinois 567,515
Ind. Ins. Co. of N.A. 103,358
Industrial Ins. 250,593
Ins. Co. of N.A. 20,852,416




K.C.Flre & Mar. 454, 060
London 4 Lancashire
Manhattan F.4 M. 948,690
Maryland Casualty 428,336
Mechs. 4 Traders 730,371
Medical Protec, Co.
Mercantile 1,395,047
March. Fire As. (NY)3, 053,148
Merch.4 Mfrs. 1,075,483
Merch.Plre In. (ODD 657,603
Mercury 2,901,684
Metropol. Cas. 25,051
Mich. F. 4 M. 1,144,750
Milwaukee 3,280,472
Mlnne. F. 4 M.
Natl. Ac. 4 Hlth.
Natl. Casualty 18,464
Natl. Fire 11,685,916
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70 P.D. 9, Part 1
TABLE 6 - NET LOSSES PAID
Liability
Fire & Accident Group Workmen's 4 Prop.
Allied Extended Ocean Inland and Accident Compen- Emge. Other
COMPANIES Lines Coverage Marine Marine Health & Health satlon Than Auto
RECAPITULATION
Mass. Mut. Cos.
(Ul Cos.) $17,261,093 $114,026,614 $253,787 $l.83t,7H7 $630,519 $21,426,535 $79,118,797 $10,498,270
Mut. Cos. of
other States
„ „ „ , ^ „
(52 Cos.) . 58,502,413 18,066,358 3,439,720 5,519,101 69,055,'*55 38,802,584 70.553,695 11,569,807
Mass. Stk. Cos.
, „ ,




(8 Cos.) ... - 13,962,558 50,986,993
Mass. Title Cos.
(2 Cos.) - ...----
Stk. Cos. of
(200 Cos.) 493,245,361 199,906,524 67,946,758 111,884,922 45,834,068 165,150,333 218,227,868 105,311,303
Life Cos, of
Other States
( Accdt . Dept.)









(47 Cos.) 43,104,856 17.826,742 11,024,296 9,824,059 2,510,284 11,479,283 24,175,089 11,214,597
TOTAL $637,567,864$258,ll8,922 $85,403,392$134,447,475$21D,O59,5O3 $990,722,242^99,208,299 $141,940,217
a - Aircraft Physical Damage, $4,819,288.
b - Aircraft and Vehicle Property Damage $3,590.
c - Credit, $1,977,204.
e - Excess of Loss and Catastrophe, $-2,309,555.
f - Factory Mutual Company.
g - Comprehensive Dwelling Endorsement and Homeowners, $129,393.
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DURING 19 5"*
Auto Auto Fidelity Burglary Boiler
Auto Property Physical and and and All
Liability Damage Damage Surety Glass Theft Machinery Other Total
$22,502,676 $10,796,228 $12,968,21^8 $604,004 $137,588 $806, 6U2 $1,586,299 $-4,410,325 $189,962,468
54,114,970 25,383,305 26,586,468 1,130,459 1,136,295 1,148,164 1,320,176 739,953 387,068,921
11,161,773 5,058,555 9,167,650 1,021,285 744,541 1,009,015 100,342 614,469 94,263,593
------ 64,949,551
369,573,570 170,435,661 365,796,122 44,169,074 9,514,331 28,582,676 8,219,049 24, 140,080 2,427,937,700
- 767.906,562
----- 154,417 154,417
31,970,952 15,966,600 16,247,549 1,380,962 1,098,255 2,554,525 1,041,341 655,185 202,074,574
$489,323,941 $227,640,347 $430,758,358 $48, 305,784112,631, 010 $34,101,022 $12,267,207 $21, 841, 025$4A34, 336,608
h - Surplus Lines, $14,314.
1-- Multiple Peril, N.O.C. and Multiple Line, $4,268,390.
J - Pools and Associations, $392,660.
k - Property Insurance, N.O.C, $108,745.
1 - Livestock, $520,382.
m - Miscellaneous, $890,775.
- Treaty Reinsurance, $11,025,839; Total $21,841,025.
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VO O lA^ OM^'^JJ- t^-COJU-^O ITNOJO ^-MD rH KMX) 0-:t KNOnOOO^DCO ^-ONJiJ- J-^O ON rH CO 0\C^^ zf 0\ l
^OVDOr-f:d-J-COVDMDV£) KMTNviDCO O CViCO ^^ O 0\\0 CO -^ -:f r^ONVDCOvX) ^H t^O IT^ LA rH O C^^ i-* O Lf\ r
^ t^ONj- r^OCO [--VD KNfAMD r-l KNO C^iH iPvCO^ 00 i-i ONJ" \D CO J" ^d" t>-^ KNOVJDONOOOJCVJOtAOJ
C\JrHt--CrNO<-lrHK\C\J0JO(\lOOO-:t OJOJrHO OJONOrArH LfNOi-lOOt^OMDOJCO^CTNrH r-jMD OJ OJO rH l>-COVO OJ rHMD M-N^O C\J ITNCO t^KN^O J" KNtO^ LTvOJOrH fA^-KMTNtArH N^ KNV£) rH^O OJ LTvLA
H U"\^ ^ rH mOJ 00 rH —1 lA ONJ" ON iTNrH LPiLfMrN rA CO
^0\D O i-i::±Jd-COVDOMD KN Lr\\£> ONOOJnHrHOONOJ LTvJ" Jj" KN ONkO CO ONiH t>-0 IT^lXNrHO t^J" KN O lA 1
MD C^ ON-d" KNO CO £^O TA rovVj3 rH KNO C^ fA lACO ^d" O OJ ONJ- ^OCOJd-Z^^£)^fAO^^ONOOOJOJr^^AOJ
OJVD[^OMArHr-4rAOOJOOJOOJO::i I O^JfHLAOOJOCOr^LAOr^^X)^- OMDOCOvJDONrHfHONOO(\J
OOO ^-CO lA OJ rH \D <\J rH OJ lACO r-VOVX) ztCMrHrAtAOJVXJrH rA t"- fA ON fA rH ro rA\0 rHNO 00 lA^d"
rH^OO-:^ rHiAOO r-i rHLA OncO ^O ::t ft lAlAFA rACO
O J- C\J I O I
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rH rH OJ rA
Jj- rA r^ . ON rAJ- nD CO -li' rA la ONZ^ CO rACO lAOJiArH ONONrH^X? OJVDCOO ONCO^ rH CTs t^::t ^ O lAVJD ON 0\ ,
lAOJ rALAONO LAJ- J- :::*- NO J- CO lACO -=f rA ONVD lACO a\rACO O >-CO^-=J-CO ONONOrHCO rHOJv^ONrAO
r-i ONONrHCO t^OJ lAO C--[>- lAlArH lAh^t^-CO rH lA rH CO t^ t^ OJ ONCO 0J\O OJ rA rA C^ ONr^CO J" CO J" CTN ON
rAiAJ- OJ J- OONOCC rHONOCOuACOJ- ONND ONrAON[^ONON0J^X)J-J- rHO^ rHONOJMDLAiHOjrArHVDO OJ rA rH CO 0^,^\£> ^:d- LACO rArAJj" lA ONCOMDVDMD ONCO CO OJ\Dj-ND>- COOMDCOj" ONt^E^OJVD
OJfArAKNO CO OJ Jt Jd" ON rH CO iH rAO rH ON^ OJ ON lAJd" rH NO 00 NO^ LAlACO rACONO lArA
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r-i r-\ rACO NO rA ^<-^rHOrHrHOC^rH 1:^0^ r-i OnCO OWCOOOCO fArHtA Jj-CO-J-rA
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LTMAVO Lr.Oa3tAr<MrMnt^rH ONzJ- OnKM—l^rHrHJ-C<\JltO^COaNCr\C\JVCOOOO^Dr-(dOVOCX)^ CT\f-t--00 r'^ O f-O h<A O 1^
rHl<Aja-"\£rj-"co'c\j"inCo"o"vo'rH CO r-i^'-O lJ^Cy O LTviH irMTMAVi) rH t^C\J J- J- rH O LTNrH 00 CM VO lA VO rH 0\ rrl CO J" rH
O O O:* OJCO OJ CTMTWD ir\CO lAi-IVO O CT\VO r<A O t^O O^ ^O tXO ONrH rH t^VO ON;* OJ OJ O tA O OJ^VO K\a3 O rHOO*^ C—ONO OO O OCO iH-* U-\CO t\J rH COCO;* 0\0\^ ,H O t^OSt^O O rHVOOO Cr\CO I-HM3 M CM^ rH rH ONO O O O t~-0 ITvCO ONCOcg ONVO I^O^-O
ooo^^c^o^K^^^^-^K^K^O(-^c\J t^\o cj rH ONONt^o o o\v^ Lr\c\j\i3 ^-onvx3co rH r-i ONv£) o Lf\a\j* o c\j r<^ la rH m^ o mmo o\
o'o'o"^^C^j'lX^d-"l/^K^r'^VD"-d-"r^ rH CO o"o\0\d-\0 ^ O O ON\£i ONOJ- IOCO rH OJ mOJ:* KNO O KMTmX) t~-LrMr\t--ON0J O KNrH o On
O O O ONVOND (Mt— t^ONONrHt^rHNOVO r<^ ^- moO CO O iTvCO^OO rHCOt—fMTNONOO t~-00 ITNOJCO CM J; r--CTva- O OO d; ONtOOT O ON
NO ITNO CM Cr\r^NO rH O rH IfNNONO OCO J" CTnJ- t~-NO rHOQ ONrH iTN C3N t^ CM (3NO rH C\J C—CJDNO ^ CM ONDCOJ-d-NO ITNCO t-^ t^lTNOO iTNrfN
(M"t~^inr<^Ct3 rH^'l^CO ITNO NO O rH ITN ;*rH CTn rA rH^ :* t^ CTNOO NO OJ KN CM rH iTi CM rH COCMNO^ NO O0rHirNr<^
rHrHrllOr* rHr«rllr)lrlir«rl)rllr«r* r* rtlrH rH rllrllrHrllrH HJrll ^i^.lUlS'rS^,d-OCTNOKNOOd-rHOOOONOOOOOOOOOOCM lOOOOOOOOONIO lt~-l I I lOO I lOt^lOOlTNCM
o o t~-o CM o o i>-aNO o o o ir\o o o o o o o o o oooooooono oka oo oc^ooocm
;* O h-O CM O O K\CO UTNO O O CM O O O O O O O ONO O O O O O O O O 00 O 00 OO O t^ O O rHND
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--- Lr\mLrNt>-OCMJ-a3CM O cm l/NrH NOlTN iTNirNLfNKN
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KNITNO^^^ t-CO LrNt--ND O^ t^t~-^ r<NKAt^ONO t^t—00 r<A:d-ND CJ^NDJ^-CTNOOOCO CJN:* lAND LTlrH O rH ONOJ ON t~- t<-N CTnnO O
O KNJ-NO ITNNO O ITN;* C^OJ iTnO LfNCO NAOO r^MTNCTNrH ONND LfNKNNO^ <-i t^KNNO KAKNO KN^-OCO t— CTNCONO r-f t^t^ND ONO^ 00 NO O
NO NO rH NO:* CT\t>-CO O LXAONr^KNO t^NO rANO KNNO rHLTNrHNONONOr^CMCMOJJ-ONOOO CTvNO iTv C7\n0 in cm KNmt--CTNCO CJNONND rH CO ON
NiTN^^ t>-0
^ ^ --. wv„^_.^-^-.-.-. . .^ ._.-.-.. ,. . . .-. ..HNO t~-CO r^NO O OJ r^ob ITNO f—ONOrHrHCMrHNOtA
^ KNlTN^ iTNOJJ-NOCMONOrHO KN t^NO rCNfO^ OJCMNA^-OdF rCNOO rH KN LfNOO ITNO;*^ CM l/NND rHNO iTN;* KN ONDC0:*-*HC^O
ricM't^ArH CM OCO"^ lTNCO CM r^rH LTvOnnD iTNrHNDCO rH rH rH CJN rH t^ OJ r^ LfN rH t— t—NO C» NO rH CO mcO ITv t- OJ ON rH LTNNO rH rH
€e-rHt<^ rH OJ OO OJ rH OO OO - - . — . .
-^ „ . „. r., ^
:t ^ O O CMNONO inLTNrCNJ-;* KNKNOO CM lTNCO rH:*0JOiHNOCT\CMKNrH rCNNONO ITNLTNCO f-HrHCTNCM;*Z}-CMCM C^CNKNKNKAJ" OJ O I>-OJ
rHOOt^CyrHOOON.axOJ fCN r^N^t J* NO rH t—J- 0JLrNrH:*0000^rArH <3N:* CO O rH ON CTNJ* :* NO fMPv t^ r<A CJN fTNCO O iTN t-ONI^^ NO 00
rH CJNO t^^NO LTNOJONOJa-OCONO t^ND 00 O^ ONJ* r<MANO CO ITvND rACO rHCO ONNOCO CM iTNf-CO irNOO^Ojr--OMrvrHOrHCOrHCM
rHNO KNKANONO C--NO ITv:* OC^CMNOC^C^OCNJCU r^ LfV* fCNNO NAOOrHOOr^AKNrHLfNOO LTVX) -* OJ NO rH UPv 00 C7N0O KA CM ITNOO CJNONCM C^:*
d-lTNKNrHd-l^OOO ITiOO O rH^ ITN^ rHJj-irNOOOOoJrHnHr—OOO^CO UTNNO rHNOOOO z}-rHrHOO lAOONO 0-,rHC0CJNtrNOOJ
fTNNO d- ITNNO rH O l<AOO rH rH OO r~- CM LfN rH rH rH rH J" CTN rH t^ rH O NO O^ O CU t^^ :* rHOOrHf-O J- t<A rH rH OJ iTN rH
rH CM C^ NO KN r^NO OO r-i COCO CM r-i t-i ^ r'ArH^ r-i NOm rHrHrH NOrH
ONJ- OCOLrNOrc\OCOONOO^COrHCOOOOmKNOir\OKNOOOOO t"^<0 OOOrHrHC^OirNrHrHOOCOrHCTsOLTvC-^rHNOCjNOCTNOOONONOCTNOirNOCOlTNOOrHOJrHNOrH t—CO OOrHOJOOOOOHO LrNfMTNOCO^ t^D^-O C^J- O :* ITNOV* O O CO t~-^ O O C~-
^C^OC^rHOLfNO KNt^NO O CTSO C^^ OnO O C^t^ONOCO O lA;* CTNt^CTV* O KNJ* O l>-0 KAKNCO rH t^KNlXNO rACMJ" lAO LTNON
OOOJrHCMONirNrH^OCOCO ONNC NO KArH LTNO r-i CM iTNCTNLfMrNLfNrHNO ONO^ r-i O KNCMJ" iTNirNNO CM CM iTN l/N CM O ITvNONOND O O ONr<N
CMCO O rH O CM O C^CMOOND C—rH ONO O OOJ* LfNC3N ^ CTN rH ^- rH I^ rO KNNO [^O C3N OO iTv rH CM KMTN OJ rH LA rH CM -* O ITN C--NO Lf> CM
rH rArH rH lAKANO rHNO KNO-* LfNlAt^t^ lAKN 00 rA OrHlTNPCNOrH CMrHCMd" :* NO rH t<A rH rH CN] OO^
I t^:* tnC^ONH lANO tAO CM t^^ C^^CO OJND ONlTNO LniANOCO O CTNC^-CONO C7NO lA t^ C^ ^- lA KNNO KACTNrH f-rH^ rH^ t^CTN^ KNOO
tAO O CTNND CMOO 00 lAONO t~-CO KNIAO OO KNKANDOO J- ONOO CM^^ O lAOONO rH KNOO [^lAt—KACM KN rH H lA rH [~-00 C^OO rH KNKN
rfNO rH C^OJ CTnOO onJ- C^C^KAC3N00 OCO rHNO O LAND O O CO C^ONCTNlA^ lAODOOOO^ OJC^OKNrHLALAONt^O LANO O J-OONO^
O OJ CMCO O C^ ON KNNO ^ NO CO KNCFNKNCOND C^-CX) NO ^O CO -* CO^ LA rHCO C7NKNONNC ONrH O ir\KNt^NO C7NNONO OJ lArH t^-CO lALAO KN
t-t^rH CJNl^LA;* LAlAKNO CTn^ t>-CO CTNLALAJ-tn CTMAOO rH^Zf t—NO KN rH O KNNO KNrHONOOrHOKNKNrHCM ON^ KNCO f-00 CM OO0000ONONONOKN00O0J00OONOr-O^:*rHLAKNt^CT\O lAt--t^K\d-^ :* Ot^CMLALACTNrHNCLAKMAt—O LAONj-OO-*- CTN
CO L\J :* t^O KN^ lAlAKN CMNOONOHCMrH ONON KN rH NO 00 OO Jt rH lA lA LA lA LA lAKNlAKN LACMCO -*C^rH
I OND rH O ONt--C0NO CM CNJ:* O CNJ CTsNONO C—00 t—«) r-rH KNNO OJNO^NONO CTNJ" O^ rH KNlAJ*d-C0NO O lAOO CM KN LA LANO NO NO •-{
ONO C^LAO OO KNKN^ ONLA^-ONO ONONCO OCOCM^J-lALArHNO t^ND LArHND^ CO KNOO OO O* CT\ND O^D ONC KN LAND ONOONO O
LAO O O O t^t^NO t^rHlArHZj-CO-* KNKNfM CTNJ* NO LAO CJNCTNKNCTNrHNONO r-i rHNO ^-0 ONC^J" LA LAND t^C^O^CO CMJ* LALACM
PO KNrH t^ONO O ONJ- NO LA CM LA LA KN LA K> t^-CO CMKNKNLACVjLAC^rHrHr^KNONDCOONDrHNONOC^KNrH CTNNO J- rH K\ CM CTN LAO C?N
NO^KNOONt^t^LAOJ lAJ- lAONO KnJ- C--CM CM KNNDND t^rH LACM OO CM CJNNO CTNl^t^t^rH r-i KNNO NO rH:*JtrHOOOCOI^rHNOOOLA
(M rH KNO rHd-^ OOd- OJ CjNONt^NO KNOO d" O rH t— t^J- :* lAOJCO rHCOCO rH O C—CO t~- rH NO OJ CO rH Zf OO rH
H rH rH CM KN KNNO ;* CM r-i LALA OO LA CM rH KN [^rHLA rH CM C^ OO -* NO
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rArACNJ lAOJ f-O f-O ONrHf-t~ NO t^pj lAJ-
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rH m\0 KNJ- CO C^:d- r-i t CTnOnONOO CTNCr\(\J(\J0J\DOrHrHj- moO O rO KN (\J tOV£) ir\^ CTxOJVD^ OJ-CO r-i ONON^^OJ LTNOMTMn
ovooirvC7\c\jrH^x>ocvjmrHC\j^-rHONrHCMLr\asc^ot^oOMA[^a\(\j(\irHMDK\o^-OrHf^j-o c^\D ONj- c^a\OLrMr\ojot^[^
I^\0 O t^^ I'MTMrMnOkUvOOCOrHrHrHCOO I^^O VO CO O rH rH LTvO CO VD ON t^ t^ 0\V0 CO CO CVJrHrHOONrHONONOOJrHCO^ iTvC-COO ONO C^KN\£) rH ON^-OM^-A^J rHOCO(MCT\OJt^ON(\JNOmOONC^C\JJ'KMrvC\JOJOirNrH KNCOOO-:^ rH(\JONrH^r^O^J"rHKN^-OJVD
ITlrH O J- ONKNVXJCOCOCO fOC^C--:^- O irNNDND J" KN rH OJ t^O ^-CTN-d" ^ ^ LfN^OO f—^ 0\0 t^lTNOCO LTNCO ONK\KN\£)VO r^Ji" MD ITNONO
^-Jt irsjit rHN£)Lr\C\JrHrH(\JOCMrH CTNVD ::J- OJ OJ KN t^ ^- LTiO OMTvCO OO rHrHCXJt^J-VDLTMrNC^O incO ON\£) ONJ- O^KNJljNOOC^OlA
CO CM OJ t^LTN^D KNOOCO ^--^ rH C\J O ONCTsrOrH CTNt^ND COCO O rHrHOja>C\JOOOKNOJfAO C^KN^ f-CO rHO^rHrHOJONKNOOJ-OO tTUT
CO OJ (\J ITVOJ r^ONCT\r^(\) OJNO ONrH ufNKNOO r^:*N£) Jt -^^O^ mrOOVO 0\C0 C\J CU KNOOO OJ C\J-d- r^ CM rH ^NOCMV£)KNCM
I rHO
rHO
;* O O O O O CO
O o o O roO O O LTv CMO CM iTvrH LTv
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Home F 8i M
Homeland 64
Illinois 2
Ind. Ins. Co. of N.A.
Industrial Ins. 1
Ins. Co. of N.A. 1,106
Ins. Co. of the





















Kansas City F 8i H
London & Lancashire














Michigan F & M
Milwaukee
Minneapolis F & M






National Union (Pa. ) 339








North America F 8c M
Northern (N.Y.)
North River




















































































P.D. 9, Part 1
TABLE 9 - Net Premiums Written During 1954
P.D. 9, Part 1
Blassachusetts Business
102
P.D. 9, Part 1
Massachusetts Business
Auto Auto Fidelity Burgla
Auto Property Physical and and




























$69,056 $33,816 $16,213 $5,732 $1,993 $6,059 - - $266,196
185,334 - - - - - 186,636
2,671 - - - - - 118,640
-- 532
14,244 - - _ _ _ 29,052
----- 155
1,332
5,989 - - - _ _ 90,817
189,033 83,178 199 35 1,500 1,415 - - 299,638
237 ---- 38,002
111,672 - - - - - 304,688
5,529 -- 26,115
4,448,648 2,116,880 212,170 468,258 107,434 340,256 $136,701 $1,153 a 12,580,914
2,023,278 1,082,332 353,913 -163 21,579 46,145 124 - 4,938,923
- 78,170 - - - _ 78,170
- -- 19,483
- 22,294 - - 1 - _ 56,461
145,253
- - 26 - 1,010 a 661,464











- - 352 - - 267,031
20,257
- - -69 2,918 - 230,923
1.514 - - - - _ 58,684
7,395 8,626 27,563 31,827 - 959,939
----- 5,691
896
- - - - 4,973 a 93,762
132,317
- - - - 6 a 548,427
209,007
- 5 143 - 2,723 a 819,611
16,351 --- 215,302
65.143
- - 9 - - 175,356
275,587 - - - - - 347,103
1,103 -- 8,511
15,016 - - - - _ 226,886
173 -- 25,769
-- - 4,003
4,292 - - - - _ 33,772

P.D. 9, Part 1
Massachusetts Business
Auto Auto Fidelity Burglary Boiler
Auto Property Physical and and and All
Liability Damage Damage Surety Glass Theft Machinery Other Total
$106 _ _ . - - $48,074
---- 4,770
7,308 - 115,489
$275,774 3135, ?95 $1,537 - $6,449 $17,187 - $321 a 793,755
$7,785,429 $3,841,155 $2,042,006 $563,272 $155,141 $459,463 $181,159 $167,301 $26,503,966
$13,271,989 $6,631,098 $7,645,331 $178,773 $41,203 $158,055 $839,557 $-11,834 $79,105,431
15,564,617 8,137,282 3,176,420 81,757 88,351 180,340 328,273 241 51,973,131




41,097,642 20,777,712 27,705,494 5,274,816 682,355 2,563.886 1,651,951 705,303 192,840,222
- - -
-- - - - 30,255,188
_ - -
- 12,887 12,887
7,785,429 3,841,455 2,042,006 563,272 155,141 459,463 181,159 167,301 26,503,966
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NET LOSSES PAID DURING
P.D. 9, Part 1
1954 - MASSACHUSETTS BUSINESS
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Corapen- Qnge . Other
satlon Than Auto






















Commercial Ins. (N.J.) 1
Commercial Union Ins. 7
Commonwealth 91




Detroit F. S: M.




































































Home Fire & Mar.
Homeland
Illinois
Ind. Ins. Co. of N.A.
Industrial Insurance
Ins. Co. of No. AmerJ58




Kansas City F.& M.
London & Lancashire










Michigan F. & M.
Milwaukee
Mlnnepolls F. & H.
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Health & Health satlon
STOCK COS. OF OTHER STATES (Concl
. )
Natl. Union (Pa.) $212,743
New Amster. Cas. 1,366
Newark 56,767
New Hampshire 213,612
New York Fire 58,270
New York Under. 170,133
Niagara 199,421
No. Am. Cas. & Sur. 65,581
No. Am. F. & H. 14,747
Northern (N.Y. ) 59,007
North River 90,350
Northwestern F & M 46,605



































St. Paul F. & M.
St. Paul-Merc. Ind.












U.S. Fid. & Guar. 219,449
United States Fire 128,781
Universal
Vigilant 52,370
Virginia F. & M. 15,150
Virginia Surety
Westchester 96,688


































































































































































































$14,199,856 $25,886,766 $2,843,358 $3. 798,003$!. 198, 913 $6,517,370 $9,601,0l8 $3,'*90,£
Accdt. & Cas. Ins.
P.D. 9, Part 1
195t - MASSACHUSETTS BUSINESS
P.D. 9, Part 1
NET LOSSES PAID DURING
?.D. 9, Part 1
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TABLE 13 - MASSACHUSETTS WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION EXPERIENCE ON POLICIES ISSUED BY
FOR ALL CLASSIFICATIONS UNDER THE SCALE OF BENEFITS AND PREMIUM RATES
lrt£"lSs5Si[Sc4 CARRIERS DURING CALENDAR YEARS 1951, 1952 and 1953
FOR THOSE YEARS RESPECTIVELY
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TABLE 14 - MASSACHUSETTS WORKMEN' S COMPENSATION EXPERIENCE ON POLICIES ISSUED BY ALL CARRIERS










Abrasive Wheel Mfg. 17^8
Adding, Computing, Recording or Office Machine Mfg. 5574
Agricultural Machinery Mfg. 5507
Aircraft Operations 7&03
Amusement Parks or Exhibitions:
Care, Custody & Maintenance 9016
Arms Mfg. - Small Arms 3200
Asphalt Works 1465
Automobile Accessories - Service Stations 8587
Automobile Body Mfg. N.O.C. 3824
Automobile Body Repairing §393
Automobile Bus, Livery or Taxicab Companies:
Garage Employees 8585
Automobile Bus Operation 739°
Automobile Dismantling 3821
Automobile Garages or Repair Shops 8391
Automobile Sales or Service Agencies:
Automobile Salesmen 8748
Automobile Storage Garages or Parking Stations 8392
Automobile Taxicab or Livery Operation 7397
Automotive Lighting Mfg. 5648
Baby Carriage Mfg. 3865
Bakeries 2003
Barber Shops or Beauty Parlors 9586
Beer or Ale Dealers 7392
Bicycle Mfg. 5841
Boiler Installation or Repair 5726
Boilermaking 5620
Bookbinding 4307
Boot or Shoe Machinery Mfg. 3558
Boot or Shoe Mfg. N.O.C. 266o
Boot or Shoe Mfg. - rubber 4417
Bottle, Rubber or Paper Stock or Rag Dealers 8264
Bottling N.O.C. 2157
Bowling Alleys 909O
Box or Box Shooks Mfg. 2759
Box Mfg. - folding paper boxes 4243
Box Mfg. - solid paper boxes 4240
Brass or Copper Goods Mfg. 3315
Breweries 2121
Brick or Clay Products Mfg. 4021
Brush or Broom Mfg. 2855
Building or Roofing Paper or Felt - preparation 4283
Buildings N.O.C. 9015
Buildings - operation by contractors 9014
Button or Fastener Mfg. - metal 3151
Cabinet Works - power driven machinery 2812
Cable Mfg. - Insulated 4470
Can Mfg. 5220
Canneries - N.O.C. 2111
Card Clothing Mfg. 3510
Carpentry
:





Carpet or Rug Mfg. 2402
Cemetery Operation 9220
Chaufferus, Drivers and
their Helpers - N.O.C. 7380
Chocolate or Cocoa Mfg. 2042
Cleaning or Dyeing ^5^^




Clubs - Country, golf, etc. 9060
Clubs - N.O.C. 9061
Coal Merchants 8233
Colleges or Schools:
All Other Employees 2^^^
Professors - Teachers 0868
Concrete or Cement Work 5221
Concrete Construction 5213
Concrete Products Mfg. 4034
Concrete Work - not monolithic 5215
Conduit Construction 6325
Confectionery Mfg. 2041
Contractors - Executive Supervisors 5^"^
Contractors' Permanent Yards 8227
Cordage, Rope or Twine Mfg. - N.O.C. 2352
Corrugated or Fibre Board Container Mfg. 4244
Cotton Spinning and '(leaving 2222
Cracker Mfg. 2001
Creameries 2070
Cutlery Mfg. N.O.C. 5122
Door, Door Frame or Sash Erection 5102
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TABLE 1"* - MASSACHUSETTS WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION EXPERIENCE ON POLICIES ISSUED BY ALL CARRIERS












Electric or Gas Lighting Fixtures Mfg.
Electric Light or Power Cos.- N.O.C.-All operations
Electric Light or Power Line Construction
Electric Power or Transmission Equipment Mfg.
Electrical Apparatus Mfg. N.O.C.
Electrical Wiring
Electroplating
Elevator Erection or Repair
Engineers or Architects - Consulting
Excavation - N.O.C.
Eyelet Mfg.




Florists - Cultivating or Gardening
Food Sundries Mfg. - N.O.C.
Forging Works - Drop or Machine
Foundries - Iron - N.O.C.
Foundries - Non Ferrous Metals
Freight Handlers - No Stevedoring
Fruit or Vegetable Stores - Wholesale
Funeral Directors
Furniture Assembling - Wood
Furniture Mfg. - Wood - N.O.C.
Furniture Stock Mfg.
Garbage, Ashes or Refuse Collecting
Gardening - Market or Truck
Gas Maine or Connections Construction
Gas Works - All Operations
Gasoline or Oil Dealers
Gear Mfg. or Grinding
Glue Mfg.
Grocery Stores - Wholesale
Hardware Mfg. - N.O.C.
Hat Mfg. - Straw
Hat Mfg. - Other Than Straw










Inspection of Mercantile, Mfg. or Marine Rlsks-N.O.C
Instrument Mfg. - N.O.C.
Insulation Work
Iron or Steel Merchants
Iron or Steel Mfg. - Rolling Mills N.O.C.
Iron or Steel Scrap Dealers
Iron or Steel Works - Shop
Iron Works - Shop - Fabricating, etc.
Jewelry Mfg.
Jute or Hemp Spinning and Weaving
Knit Goods Mfg. - N.O.C.
Lacquer or Spirit Varnish Mfg.
Landscape Gardening
Last or Shoe Form Mfg.
Lathing
Laundries - N.O.C.
Leather Goods Mfg. - N.O.C.
Lock Mfg.
Lumber Yards
Machine Shops - N.O.C.
Machinery Dealers - N.O.C.
Masonry - N.O.C.
Match Mfg.
Mattress or Pox Spring Mfg.
Meat Products Mfg. - N.O.C.
Metal Goods Mfg. - N.O.C.
Mica Goods Mfg.
Millinery Mfg.
Millwright Work - N.O.C.
Municipal, Township, County or State Employees N.O.C.
Nail Mfg.
News Agents or Distributors, etc.
Newspaper Publishing
Nurserymen-lncl . Incidental landscape gardening
Office Machines or Appliance Installation
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TABLE 11* - MASSACHUSETTS WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION EXPERIENCE ON POLICIES ISSUED B!f ALL CARRIERS















Painting and Decorating - Interior 5'*90
Painting and Decorating - Not Interior Sl^Sl
Paper Coating t250
Paper Goods Mfg. - N.O.C. 4279
Paper Mfg. 4239
Parks N.O.C. - All Employees 9102
Pattern-making - N.O.C. 2790
Policemen 7720
Pharmaceutical or Surgical Goods Mfg. - N.O.C. 4695
Photographers - All Employees 4361
Plastering - N.O.C. 5480
Plastics - Fabricated Products Mfg. 44^2
Plastics - Mfg. of Sheets, Rods, Tubes, etc. 4459
Plastics - Molded Products Mfg. 4484
Plumber's Supplies Dealers 8111
Plumber's Supplies Mfg. N.O.C. 5l8B
Plumbing'- N.O.C. 5185
Polish or Dressing Mfg. 4597
Poultry or Egg Producers 0034
Precision Machined Parts Mfg. 5629
Precision Measuring Tool Mfg. 3127
Printing 4299
Pump Mfg. 5612
Quarries - N.O.C. 1624
Quilt Mfg. 2571
Railroads - Street
Razor Mfg. - Safety
Rendering Works - N.O.C.
Restaurants
Rolling Mills - N.O.C. - Soft Metals
Roofing - All Kinds
Rubber Goods Mfg.- N.O.C.
Salesmen, Collectors or Messengers
Sand or Gravel Digging
Sash, Door or Assembled Millwork Mfg.
Sash, Door or Finished Millwork Dealers
Saw Mfg.
Screw Mfg.
Sewer Construction - All Operations
Sheet Metal Work Erection - N.O.C.
Sheet Metal Work - Shop
Shoddy Mfg.
Shoe Stock Mfg.
Sign Erection or Repair
Sign Painting or Lettering - Inside
Silk Thread or Yarn Mfg.
Silk Throwing or Weaving
Silverware Mfg.
Soap or Soap Powder Mfg.
Sporting Goods Mfg.- N.O.C.
Stationery Mfg.
Steam or Air Pressure Gauge Mfg.
Steam Pipe or Boiler Insulation
Stone Cutting or Polishing - Granite
Storage Warehouses - Cold
Storage Warehouses - General
Stores
:
Clothing, Wearing Apparel or Dry Goods - Retail
Clothing, Wearing Apparel or Dry Goods - Wholesale
Department Stores - Retail
Five and Ten Cent Stores
Florists
Furniture
Grocery Stores - Retail
Hardware
Hide or Leather Dealers
Jewelry
Meat, Fish or Poultry Dealers - Wholesale
Meat, Fish or Poultry Stores - Retail
Meat, Grocery & Provision Stores{Comblned)- Retail
Store Risks - Retail
Store Risks - Wholesale or Combined Wholesale and
Retail - N.O.C. 8018
Street Cleaning 9402
Street or Road Construction:
Clearing of Right of Way 5507
Paving or Repaving 5506
Sugar Refining 2021
Tanning 2623
Telephone or Telegraph Aoparatus Mfg. 368I
Textile Machinery Mfg. 3515
Textile - Bleaching, Dyeing, etc. 2415
Theatres 9154
Tile, Stone, Mosaic or Terrazzo Work 5548
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TABLE It - MASSACHUSETTS WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION EXPERIENCE ON POLICIES ISSUED m ALL CARRIERS






Not Drop or Machine Forged Tools
Towel or Toilet Supply Cos.






Welding or Cutting - N.O.C.
Wire Cloth Mfg.
Wire Drawing - Iron or Steel
Wire Goods Mfg. - N.O.C.
Woodenware Mfg. - N.O.C.
Wool Combing or Scouring
Wool Merchants
Wool Spinning and Weaving
y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. Institutions
Yarn Mfg. - Wool
Yarn or Thread Dyeing or Finishing
Yarn or Thread Mfg. - Cotton
F.D. 9, Part 1
DURING THE CALENDAR YEARS 1951. 1952 and 1953
YEARS RESPECTIVELY (see Further Explanation In Footnote).
AUDITED EARNED PREMIUMS LOSSES INCURRED NET LOSS COST PER $100 OF PAYROLL
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